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Foreword

This report reinforces a view that I share with many others: low-cost telecommunications and
information systems are simply not luxuries for developing countries in today's world. On the
contrary, they are strategic factors of production central to the development process and to
poverty reduction.

Sustainable economic development is the process of achieving a standard of living and a quality
of life that provide individuals with a degree of dignity and a measure of control over their lives,
including respect for the environment and husbanding the world's natural resources. This
process needs investment, in infrastructure, in human capital, and in productive capacity, and all
this requires money. But above all, economic development is about information and knowledge:
about how to organize society to allow productive activities to thrive, and how to create an
economic environment friendly to investment.

Information infrastructure is made up of the networks of telecommunications and the tools of
computing. As its sole purpose is to transport, manipulate, store and disseminate information
efficiently it has become the "knowledge tool" essential for the management of the economy.
And because economic development is about knowledge, the information revolution holds
inestimable promise for people in the developing world.

So the plummeting costs of communicating and computing present enormous opportunities for
developing and developed countries alike, to do things faster, cheaper, differently. This is the
heart of the information revolution, a tectonic shift that differs from previous economic
breakpoints because it is not about transforming energy or matter, but about manipulating,
transporting and storing information and knowledge.

This paper describes in very tangible ways how the information revolution is affecting the
developing countries, what they should do to enhance and accelerate this process, and proposes a
role for the World Bank. I believe that it is a first step down a path the end-point of which is still
unclear, but will produce significant improvements in the lives of people in the developing
world.

Jean-Francois Rischard
Vice President

Finance and Private Sector Development
The World Bank

March, 1996
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Abstract

Revolutionary advances in information technology reinforce economic and social
changes that are transforming business and society. A new kind of economy - the
information economy - is emerging where trade and investment are global and firms
compete with knowledge, networking and agility on a global basis. A corresponding
new society is also emerging with pervasive information capabilities that make it
substantially different from an industrial society: much more competitive, more
democratic, less centralized, less stable, better able to address individual needs, and
friendlier to the environment.

These changes dictate, for all countries, a major adjustment to harness information for
economic and social development. This adjustment requires urgent new policies,
regulatory and institutional reforms, and investments. Through this adjustment, countries
must achieve macroeconomic balance, political stability, and growth amidst global
information flows, competition, trade, and investment. Advanced countries are rapidly
adjusting. Developing countries must also adjust or risk exclusion from the global
economy and severe competitive disadvantage for their goods and services.

Fortunately, the information revolution creates both the challenge and the means for
countries to adjust to new ways of doing business and to put in place the needed
infrastructure of telecommunications and information systems. The information
revolution also creates extraordinary new opportunities to attack vexing problems of
poverty, inequality, and environmental degradation.

To harness information and information technology for its mission of poverty alleviation
and sustainable economic development, this proposal suggests four objectives for the
assistance strategy of the World Bank Group:

* Widespread and equitable access to communication and information services
through accelerated deployment of national information infrastructure and effective
integration into international communication and information networks.

* Systemic improvements in the functioning and competitiveness of key economic
sectors through strategic information policies and systems.

* New ways to use information technology to help solve the most pressing problems
of human and economic development - education, health, poverty alleviation, rural
development, and care for the environment.

* Increased impact of the entire range of World Bank Group operations through
inclusion of effective information components.

Under this proposal, The World Bank Group will be a long-term partner and facilitator
for countries adjusting to the information economy. It will cooperate with them on
information policy, strategy, and project design at the national and sectoral levels. To
this end, it will develop strategic alliances to mobilize worldwide knowledge and
financing, including its own. In addition, the Bank Group will increase the level and
effectiveness of the information content of its projects in all sectors and will explore new
frontiers of development through information-intensive projects.
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Preface

This document begins to tackle a major problem - how should the World Bank Group
harness the information revolution for its mission of poverty alleviation and sustainable
economic development. The goal is a vision of the role of information in development
and a strategy for the World Bank Group based on that vision. If successful, the vision
and strategy will affect operations in all parts of the Bank by mainstreaming the potential
and the issues that arise from the information revolution.

This 'paper covers a lot of ground, from a vision of how the information revolution is
affecting the developing world to a proposed strategy for the World Bank Group to help
harness information for development. But wide coverage is achieved regrettably at the
expense of the prominence and detailed discussion that most topics deserve. To facilitate
reading, summaries appear at the beginning and after most sections. An electronic
version of the paper on the Internet contains additional material and search capabilities.
[World Bank 1995f]

The first three sections all discuss the information revolution, its significance to the
economy and society as a whole, needs and opportunities for developing countries, and
responsibilities of governments. The heart of the paper - section 4, How can the World
Bank Group help? - discusses the proposed strategy. The final section summarizes the
vision of information and development and the assistance strategy.

TIhis document has been extensively discussed and the present version incorporates
comments from many sources. Early versions were used for discussions within and
beyond the Telecommunications and Informatics Division, Industry and Energy
Department of the World Bank. The document was then discussed at two major
conferences: from June 1 to July 10, 1995 at a conference through the Internet among
196 senior professionals from 21 countries; and from July 12-13, 1995 at a "Conference
on Information Infrastructure: Challenges and Opportunities in the Developing World"
held in Washington between World Bank management and private sector leaders from all
over the world. Further revision is expected, and comments and contributions are
welcome.
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Derinitions

Information is a factor of production, in a category with land, labor, capital, and energy.

Informatilon technology consists of hardware, software, and media for collection,
storage, processing, transmission, and presentation of information.

An lnformadon system provides a societal capability based on the use of information that
encompasses its full context of people, institutions, policies, processes, incentives, data,
information technology, and infrastructure.

Informatics is the study and application of information technology to build information
systems.

An information-friendly environment is characterized by coherent telecommunications
reform and information policies; laws protecting investment, intellectual property, and
individual privacy; open and well-regulated information and communication markets;
education policies that favor a skilled labor force; and effective regulatory and standard-
setting institutions. Such an environment supports availability, diversity, and low cost of
information services and products.

National Information Infrastructure consists of both the telecommunications networks
and the strategic information systems necessary for sustainable economic development.
Typical among the strategic systems are sector-wide information systems for education,
health, public financial management, and transportation. Electronic payments, university
and science networks, trade facilitation, disaster prevention and management, property
and business registries, and national statistics might also be considered strategic systems.
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How is information
shaping the economy and society?

Revolutionary advances in information technology inputs, and work products of industries, governments,
reinforce economic and social changes that are and professions can be captured as digitized
transforming business and society. From this information, which can then be processed,
revolution emerges a new kind of economy - the duplicated, stored, and transmitted at ever lower
information economy - in which information is the costs. Markets, industries, and society must adjust to
critical resource and the basis for competition. Old vastly different economic rules. Yet information
ways of doing business will be challenged and technology often outruns society's capacity to apply
sometimes defeated. it effectively and wisely.

At the social level, a corresponding new society is Widely known is the diffusion of products with
also emerging. This society's information information at their core. In 1991, information age
capabilities are pervasive, making it substantially capital spending by US companies exceeded for the
different from an industrial society. It is: much more first time industrial age spending. [Stewart 1994]
competitive, more democratic, less centralized, less Worldwide annual sales of personal computers
stable, more able to address individual needs, and exceed 50 million units compared to 35 million
friendlier to the environment. passenger cars. An estimated 200 million personal

computers (PCs) of all kinds are now in use.
These changes dictate, for all countries, a major
agenda of structural adjustment. Advanced
countries are rapidly pursuing their version of the Rise of the information economy
agenda, and developing countries must do so as well us $billions
or risk exclusion from a global economy and severe 140 -
disadvantage in the competitiveness of their goods 120 f
and services. 100 l fl .Oage

80 spending
60 - Industiial

The information revolution is real 40 age
20 ~~~~~~~~spenkding

Information technology is changing how we work, 0
play, learn, travel, and govern. "Throughout the 0 i I ( X

world, information and communication technologies 
are generating a new industrial revolution already as
significant and far-reaching as those of the past. It is Capital spending (in 1987 dollars) by US
a revolution based on information, itself the companies for the industrial age (equipment,
expression of human knowledge. Technological machinery for services, mining, oil fields,agriculture, construction) versus capital spending
progress now enables us to process, store, retrieve for the information age (computers and
and communicate information in whatever form it communications equipment). In 1991, for the first
may take, unconstrained by distance, time and time, information age spending overtakes
volume. This revolution adds huge new capacities to industrial age spending. [Stewart 1994]
human intelligence and constitutes a resource which Less widely recognized but even more significant,
changes the way we work together and the way we key organizations, markets, products, and services
live together." [Bangemann 1994] from all sectors depend increasingly on information

The diffusion of information technologies to all technology. Companies can raise the efficiency of
The of hu man teshnolgiesatin llproduction and management with networks of
areas of human activity causes accelerating facilities and markets. Sophisticated information
change in economies and societies. Knowledge,

Hamessing Information for Development



processing capabilities are increasingly within reach
of small and medium enterprises, communities, and Waiting period for a telephone
private homes. line in 1993

"Entire enterprises and industries could not exist at
their present scale and complexity" without Nepal
information technology, including financial market Tanzania
transaction volume, credit card charge volume, Zambia
mutual funds, video games, travel reservations, Bangladesh
international telephony, and discount retailing. The Russia
US services sector spent more than $750 billion on Poland
information technology hardware alone in the 1980s, Ag_
virtually doubling the information technology Algea
endowment of the average white collar worker. Jordan _
[Quinn 1994] Ghana

Egypt
Finally, infornation processing capabilities and Hungary
reliable, inexpensive telecommunications combine to India
spawn an unprecedented kind of information Mexico
infrastructure. Established networks attract a Chile
broadening base of participants, and they China
interconnect nationally and globally. The endpoint is Chinafc
a global information infrastructure, widely South Africa
anticipated if not yet here. Indonesia

In developing countries, access to this infrastructure years 0 2 4 6 8 1 0
is inadequate, and progress depends on Most state monopolies have failed to meet the
telecommunications policy reforms not yet telecommunications needs of developing
implemented. Yet there is an opportunity for countries. Source: ITU. [World Bank 1995e]
leapfrog - new technology can provide better,
cheaper links to subscribers, while competing global "Over the next decade, China plans to pour some
operators can provide low-cost long distance $ 100 billion into telecommunications equipment,
connections. Developing countries can deploy adding 80 million phone lines by the year 2000, four
telecommunications for lower costs per capita than times the number it has now. By the end of 1995,
was spent by the industrial world. each of the 26 provincial capitals except one will

have digital switches and optical fiber links to Hong
For basic telephone service, the gap between Kong, Singapore, Taiwan, and Thailand. 'When a
industrial and developing countries is still large but country goes from no infrastructure to the latest, it
narrowing. In 1988, developing countries had about will leapfrog entire rungs of development' says John
75% of the world's population, about 16% of its J. Legere, AT&T's managing director of consumer
product, but only about 12% of the telephone main services for Asia." [Business Week 1994]
lines. Industrial countries averaged about 32 main
lines per 100 inhabitants; developing countries only The information revolution will not soon be
1.5. Between 1969 and 1988, developing countries slowed by technological limits. Advances in
almost doubled their share of the world's telephone information technology are startling and continuing
lines, from 7% to 12%. [Saunders 1994] apace. Fundamental limits are still remote, and many

constraints believed to be fundamental in the past
have been breached. The knowledge to successfully
apply information technology is another matter. The
limits of this knowledge are readily apparent in the
many failures and deficiencies of information
systems at all levels. Improvement is occurring, but
slowly. This problem is, if anything, worse in
developing countries.

2 Hamessing Information for Development



The first transatlantic phone cable (1956) carried 50 At the same time, issues of accessibility, intellectual
compressed voice circuits. Now, optical fibers carry property protection, fair competition, content
85,000 - an improvement of 170,000%. Ten years regulation, and cultural preservation arise, and they
ago the cellular telephone business barely existed; are far from being resolved. Access to the global
today over 30 million cellphones are in use in some information infrastructure by developing countries is
70 countries, 13 million of them in the USA. inadequate and dependent on major
Connecting even a basic copper telephone wire to a telecommunications policy reforms yet to be
subscriber in Italy or China costs an average of implemented.
$2,000 and often much more. The cost of a wireless
link to the home [in the US] is less than $1,000 and International telephone traffic has been expanding
falling fast. [Haynes 1993] about 16% per year for the last 10 years, about 4

times the pace of the global economy. It more than
Gordon Moore's Law - microcomputer chip density doubled from under 20 billion minutes in 1987 to
doubles every year or so - has held for 30 years. more than 40 billion minutes in 1992. [World Bank
Nagging doubts about physical barriers - the 1994b] In the US, revenues from data traffic are
minimum size of silicon transistors - have been about 1/5 of traditional (wired) telephone business,
lifted by new research. "As far as we can see, there's and growing at 6 times the rate of voice traffic
no science limit for the next 30 years" claims Paul M. revenues. [Haynes 1993] "Look at Latin America,
Horn, BM's director of silicon technology research. where cellular demand and usage have exploded in
[Business Week 1994] As for storage, inexpensive every country. BellSouth Corp. (with operations in
conventional disk drives for desktop PCs held 10 four Latin wireless markets) estimates its annual
megabytes in the early 80s, 100 megabytes around revenue per average subscriber at about $2,000
1990, and I gigabyte drives are commonplace in versus $860 in the US. There are nearly 500,000
1995. New recording technology that has doubled cellular subscribers in Thailand, the most in
the pace of improvement since 1992 has begun to Southeast Asia." [Business Week 1994]
reach the market. Disk arrays and improved
controllers are driving down costs for data stores The Internet has about 20 million electronic mail
larger than a desktop as well. "We're probably users worldwide, growing 20-30% per quarter.
decades away from any fundamental limit that would [Hoffman 1994] "Internet is so big, and growing so
inhibit the progress of these technologies" according fast, that it cannot be ignored. Nevertheless, it has
to Christopher Bajorek, IBM Vice President. flaws, notably serious security problems."
[Business Week 1994] [Bangemann 1994]

In software, better knowledge and techniques are The World Wide Web provides multimedia browsing
increasing programmer productivity and enabling for the Intemet. "Created in 1989 at a European
routine reuse of software modules in the manner of physics lab, the World Wide Web allows Internet
integrated circuits. Trends include: object-oriented users to browse efficiently through huge amounts of
programming, an emerging market for software information in myriad formats from computers
components, and software agents. worldwide. The enthusiasm of volunteers has made

the Web very popular, accounting for about 3% of
Most striking, and most revolutionary, is the Intemet traffic and growing twice as fast as the
emergence of a global information infrastructure. Intemet itself. So far, it is only increasing the
At a very fast pace, electronic superhighways of informnation gap between rich and poor countries."
broadband fiber optic lines and satellite channel [The Economist, 5 Feb 1994]. The Smithsonian
capacity are being deployed worldwide, creating a Institution in the US is building the "Smithsonian
strong infrastructure for the global information Without Walls" based on the World Wide Web, and
economy. Data networks are being built on the basis Native American communities see it as a vital tool of
of this infrastructure to allow large, uncontrolled cultural preservation. [Heyman 1995] The World
information flows within global organizations and to Bank runs a Web site (home page is
the public. Computing, telecommunications, http://www.worldbank.org).
publishing, broadcasting, and entertainment
industries are converging into a new industry to Teledesic, a small company in Washington state, is
create products and services made possible by this designing a system of 840 satellites, estimated cost
infrastructure. $9 million, to provide large amounts of bandwidth on

demand to fixed sites anywhere on earth. It is

Hamessing Infonnation for Development 3



designed to provide data channels of all sizes to Market economies prevail. Most countries in the
remote users in rich and poor countries, although the world are moving toward progressive forms of
cost of ground stations may be a constraint. To win market economies. Although great challenges
approval of the necessary spectrum band, Teledesic is remain, particularly in the former Soviet Union and
presenting its system as a means for universal access China, the shift toward markets is likely to continue
to information networks. [The Economist, 26 Mar and accelerate. As a result, the private sector has
1994, 28 Mar 1992] Volunteers in Technical become the primary engine of growth worldwide,
Assistance (VITA, a nongovernmental organization), and the role of government is changing.
operates satellite links for economic development in
remote areas around the world. "Those countries which have market economies have

prospered so much more than those that have not that
today nobody dares propose a solution to

The information revolution magnifies underdevelopment that disregards the market." [de
and accelerates economic Soto 1993] With the disintegration of the former
transformations Soviet Union and its sphere of influence, 400 million

people were added to the market economy. Although
severe transitional problems hamper income growth

Neeconomfomic rs indistringuis and informatheione in these countries, they will undoubtedly become
beonomywee om an industri al.Work proneuan br tines major consumers and competitors in the next decade.
between industries. Work products of many Source: [World Bank 1 994a]
industries and professions can be captured as
digitized information. Information can be replicated Global trade and investment are increasing.
at negligible cost. Informnation can overcome time International trade in goods has increased to the point
and distance constraints. Information can substitute where global production and sourcing prevail.
for other factors of production: land, labor, capital, International trade in services is increasing as a share
and energy. of total trade, and developing countries are catching

Effects on employment patterns are complex and up by exporting high-skill and low-skill services.

shifting. Because of lower wages, developing Investments and money flow globally through an
countries gain skilled jobs by export from industrial increasingly integrated and volatile financial market.
countries through telecommunications. But this Information systems built on telecommunications are
advantage is only temporary for any particular
country, because wages for skilled service jobs in
developing countries will rise with demand, the "Money flows in the London Interbank Market and
knowledge content of these jobs will increase, and trades on the main currency markets exceed by
the advantage might shift to other countries that are several orders of magnitude what would be needed to
more effective in building knowledge and skills. finance the international transactions of the real

ecnm. "An unambiguulesnothlat4
"Developing countries can no longer expect to base economy. uous lesson of the last 40years is that increased participation in the world
their development on their comparative labor
advantage - that is, on cheap industrial labor. The economy has become the key to domesic economic
comparative advantage that now counts is in the growth and prosperity [for industrial economies].
application of knowledge." [Drucker 1994a] "The policy that can work, the only way to rapidly revive a
segments that comprise the world economy-the domestic economy in turbulence and chronic
flows of money and information on the one hand, and recession." [Drucker 1 994b]
trade and investment on the other-are rapidly
merging into one transaction. They increasingly
represent different dimensions of cross-border
alliances, the strongest integrating force of the world
economy. Both of these segments are growing fast.
These two significant economic phenomena-money
flows and information flows-are not even trans-
national; they are non-national." [Drucker 1994b]

4 Hamessing Infomnation for Development



styrofoam models in Turin, Italy, and evaluated by
Total trade in commercial services focus groups worldwide from photorealistic

computer-generated images. Ford will spend $50
US $billions million this year to equip the rest of its design studios
1000 - --- - and $35 million annually for global
800 1 _ __|_ telecommunications. Ford expects a 50% return on
600 _Rest ofword I investment due to reduced design costs. It is
400 - o H | A OECD j estimated that knowledge adds 25% of the value of
200 the car." [Sherman 1993]

0
O eA 0 N

Software production from teleports in Bangalore,
India yields annual exports worth $300 million (as of
mid 1994). Around 150 of 600 firms operate on
global contracts only, mainly from USA and Europe.

Services trade, as a fraction of I Before 1989, few firms worked internationally.
total trade Citicorp, Microsoft, Oracle, and others have software

percent operations inside India. Most firms have leapfrogged
25 ,. - .. traditional development approaches to the latest
20 |lu OECD - programming technologies, such as object-oriented
1[5 1i u development and client server systems. [Richardson

10 -- . +. ~~~~~~Rest of worldl i 94

5 ll t i W Z~~~ orddwide i
0 Competition increases through the globalization of

o co a 0) trade and investments and the entry of developing
countries into markets formerly dominated by

International trade in commercial services has industrial nations. Markets for industrial countries
been growing. Trade in services has also expand as incomes rise in developing countries.
increased as a fraction of total trade
(merchandise+services). [World Bank 1995a] Competition on low-value-added goods and services

intensifies with new entrants, technological progress,
The recent economic crisis in Mexico illustrates the and skill-based efficiencies. As profits erode,
scope and impact of global capital flows: Investors developing countries with low labor costs can exploit
started withdrawing from Mexico seeking higher this advantage only temporarily. Without flexible
rates and lower risks in the US. This occurred as the labor markets, countries cannot base development
country experienced a trade deficit fueled by open strategies on these products
trade policies. Unable to shore up the falling peso g
through open market operations, the govemment had Investment in training to develop a skilled labor force
no choice but to devalue precipitously. pursued together with the elimination of barriers to

The two major countries (Japan, S. Korea) with entry and exit can foster the whole economy into a
fastest growth in participation in the world economy dynamic growth patter.
also have fastest growth in their domestic economies. Fast growth is common in developing countries.
There is a similar correlation for the fastest growing Nine out of 10 countries achieving export growth
European economies (W. Germany, Sweden). rates over 10% from 1980-92 were developing
Countries that retreated from the world economy countries, among them China, Colombia, Republic of
(notably UK) have done the worst. Stable Korea, and Botswana. During this period, China and
participants (France, USA) have average domestic Korea were the fastest growing economies with
performance. Similar correlation holds for major average per capita GNP growth rates of 7.6 and 8.5%
segments within a industrial country. [paraphrase respectively. Source: [World Bank 1994a]
from Drucker 1994b]

Ford builds what it calls a world car. "The Ford In the information economy, firms compete with
Mustang buildel what 14 c s awrdecar.ihed Fongra s knowledge, networking, and agility. Those that lag
Mustang model for 1994 was designed on graphics bhn iksrnigmre hr retnto.T
workstations in Dearborn, Michigan, run through . . .
simulated crash tests by experts in Dunton, England remair competitive in a global market, firms depend
(using supercomputers back in Dearborn), milled into more on knowledge than on natural endowments or
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low labor costs. Knowledge and networking are the ! - __ I
enablers of flexible manufacturing, just-in-time I Rise of the knowledge worker
production, total quality control, and other industrial percent
innovations. Effective communications and alliances 100
are essential for rapid response to competition. Firms 80
must reinvent themselves, sometimes repeatedly, to
cope with agile competitors from the same industry, 1 60
from related industries, and from around the world. 40

I 20
One firm has a goal of producing any product any
time at any factory: "Texas Instruments Inc. [TI] 0 ° I CD
spends more than 4% of its revenues on information a o °0 m |
technology. Chief Information Officer J. R. 'Bob'
McLendon is building what he calls the 'virtual Percentage of US workers employed as (from top
factory', a system to let TI build any product any to bottom):
time at any of its factories worldwide-with all the . Farm workers
engineering specs and invoices moving . Operators/laborers
electronically. TI keeps its big million-dollar chip Sales
testers in the Philippines, but they're controlled by . Service
test engineers in Houston. While TI still has a way to . Clencal
o, McLendon boasts that the semiconductor group . Managerialladministrative
0 d * Professional/technical

reduced cycle time from order to delivery an Source: Stephen Barley, Cornell University.
astounding 39% last year-largely by linking its [Stewart 1994]
computers into one global network. Chips may be
ordered in Japan, developed in Texas, and made in Entire industries transform and emerge through
the Philippines." [Business Week 19941 adjustment to the new economic, social, and

technological environment. Products and processes
"Knowledge, the new resource for economic are redesigned around information technology.
performance, is not in itself economic. It cannot be Outsourcing of support functions focuses industries
bought or sold. The acquisition of knowledge has a on their core business and creates new service
cost, as has the acquisition of anything. But the industries. The supply chain is compressed through
acquisition of knowledge has no price. Economic information exchanges, and industrial networks
interests can therefore no longer integrate all other become virtual corporations in continuous contact
concerns and interests." [Drucker 1 994a] with consumers. New technologies generate entirely

new industries, and traditional industries rediscover
their competitive advantage in knowledge utilization
and information handling.

Telecommunications: AT&T went from being a
telecommunications company to being a networking
company, putting together people, information, and
services. China Railways became not just an
efficient passenger and cargo railway carrier but also
a telecommunications carrier in competition with the
monopoly state carrier through fiber optic and
switching capacity developed for its own use.
[Sabeti 1995]

Airlines: American Airlines transformed the hotel,
car rental, and air travel industries through a new
strategic function of handling reservations. SABRE,
the reservation system for American Airlines,
routinely makes more money than the air transport
business. So does American's Decision Technology
Unit, which sells flight scheduling software.
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[Information Week, 3/15/93]. The airline has become become indistinct. Requirements for operations have
a company that processes reservations, sells software, shifted fromli the physical office to clectroniic
and carries passengers. networks ol workstations. Coiltractual relationships

with employees allow flexiblc conlracting for
Banking: Closer links between non-bank lenders and projects as necded. TIhc comiipany requires
borrowers, and electronic auctions of well-defined uLlrestricted international flows of investimicints and
monetary products, are eliminating the need for payments. Flat corporate structure, with interinational
traditional banks. Relationship banking in narrow owncrshiip and teams of workers assembled as
niches has given ground to securitization and other needed. requires striog global (not just national)
sorts of price-based finance, creating a greater role goverriance based on transparency of electronic
for global credit-rating agencies. [Haynes 1994] transactions. [Forge 1995]

Multimedia: A new category of goods that adds up
to a new industry is emerging from the merger of The information revolution fuels
skills and information of the education, social transformations
entertainment, and personal computer industries.

T hese changes go far beyond economics and
Point-of-sale: "Point-of-sale technology changed the technology to affect society in broader ways. "As a
balance of power between retailer and manufacturers. great social leveler, information technology ranks
Merchants such as Wal-Mart tell consumer goods second only to death. It can la, e cultural barriers,
manufacturers what they want and where they want overwhelm economic inequalities, even compenisate
it. Savvy suppliers are tapping this information to for intellectual disparities. High technology can put
fine-tune their own production schedules." [Business unequal human beings on an equal footing, and that
WMeek 1994] makes it the most potent democratizing tool ever

devised." [Pitroda 1993]
Truck maintenance: "When a truck rolls into a
maintenance bay at Ryder Systems Inc. (a $4.2 Society is being reorganized. Social and
billion transportation giant), a technician touches a organizational control based on closely-held
handheld computer probe to a coin-shaped disk on information is no longer possible when information is
the truck's cab that has been gathering information ubiquitous and inexpensive. Democracy and
on engine performance and fuel consumption from decentralization rise, and hierarchical organizations
electronic sensors under the hood. With sources of flatten. Travel, work, and consumption patterns
trouble more quickly identified, a truck's downtime change as electronic networks replace stores,
can often be cut in half. The maintenance system factories, and workplaces that exist largely to
will capture every bit and byte on its trucks facilitate information exchanges. Products and
electronically. The Chief Information Officer figures services of all kinds become information-intensive.
the $33 million investment will pay for itself in two Uncontrolled flows of information increase, creating
years." [Business Week 1994] opportunities for social reorganization.

Export of services jobs (a scenario for an exportable "Who takes care of the social challenges of the
services company in a developing country, 5-10 knowledge society? Neither the government nor the
years after a major fall in telecommunications employing organization. The answer is a separate
charges): The nature of work has been transformed and new social sector. In the early 1990s about a
to tasks which are easily exportable electronically million organizations were registered in the United
and where the local economy has cost advantages- States as nonprofit or charitable organizations doing
white collar services as opposed to raw materials social sector work." "Government demands
extraction. New business is acquired through compliance; it makes rules and enforces them.
electronic markets - bulletin boards and contacts in Business expects to be paid; it supplies. Social sector
electronic communities. New work patterns have institutions aim at changing the human being. The
emerged within the company - less need for central 'product' of a school is the student who has learned
offices, less presence in the capitol city, employees something. The 'product' of a hospital is a cured
located anywhere, mixed nationality teams, more patient. The 'product' of a church is a churchgoer
emphasis on teams and projects. The company whose life is being changed. The task of social
enjoys close cooperation with customers and sector organizations is to create human health and
suppliers, and the borders of the company have well-being. Increasingly, these organizations of the
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social sector serve a second and equally important linked the pesticide in question to an Italian foreign
task. They create citizenship." [Drucker 1994a] aid project there; with the help of a co-worker in

Italy, the campaigner was able to publicize the
Demand for institutional accountability increases. incident and the foreign aid project was terminated."
Spurred by increasing availability of international [Annis 1991]
information, the public is increasingly unwilling to
allow public and private organizations to operate in A remarkable international agreement on the
secrecy. At the same time, the spread of democracy curtailment of chloroflourocarbons has demonstrated
creates new opportunities for people to participate in almost unanimous support, substantial changes in
public decisions. Institutions of all kinds, but chiefly chemical production, and progress in consumption
government, must promptly change their roles and patterns. This despite the fact that the benefits are
must operate under permanent scrutiny by somewhat ambiguous and cannot be captured by
stakeholders. A new kind of institution - the specific countries.
nongovernmental organization (NGO) - rises to
prominence as it slowly replaces government in the The social agenda rises. Human development and
social agenda. poverty alleviation, long-established goals of

economic and social development, are increasingly a
Successive changes in the governments of Italy, prerequisite for international competitiveness.
Brazil, Venezuela, India, and elsewhere in the last Communities everywhere, informed through
few years have been spurred by investigations into television of how others live, aspire to higher
the conduct of government and the propriety of standards of living and place increasing demands on
personal transactions of ousted leaders. The their leaders. Disease and malnutrition are
increased accountability of private enterprises recognized by their victims as mainly economic and
through financial market disclosure requirements is political problems, creating pressures for change that
worth noting: Capital flows worldwide on portfolio reverberate internationally. Education is recognized
investments generate a demand for credible financial as a basic human right and the path to higher
reports, corporate audits, and credit ratings. incomes. This rising social agenda is spearheaded by

increasingly influential nongovernmental
An environmental agenda rises. The preservation organizations.
of the environment has become the concern of a well-
informed public worldwide. This increased Culture can be preserved; it can also be destroyed.
awareness of environmental changes is due in large Intellectual and artistic products of national cultures
part to global communications. can be preserved and disseminated with information

technology. But creative cultures and societies can
Accountability for resource use and pollution also be overwhelmed by the influx of outside
increases. Economic growth cannot be pursued at the information, and sinister uses of information
expense of the environment, lest such growth become technology, notably computerized weaponry,
unsustainable and threaten the health of the entire certainly exist.
world. Yet concern for the environment has
significantly different connotations in developed and "In 1987, a budding classicist from the University of
developing countries. Lausanne finished four years of labor. She had spent

them scouring ancient Greek tomes searching for the
The striking image of the Earth rising over the classical sources of 2,000 anonymous fragments of
moon's horizon, taken by Apollo astronauts and medieval text. Then, just as she was getting down to
copied worldwide, has changed forever the way that writing her doctoral dissertation, all that effort was
we view the planet. The information in the image, eclipsed. In a few dozen hours working with a new
and the fact that it could be copied freely, created its database, the Thesaurus Linguae Grecae, she found
social impact. every one of her 600 hard-won sources again - and

300 more that had passed her by." [The Economist,
"Broad-based membership organizations such as 27 Aug 1994]
Greenpeace have developed powerful global
communications systems. In the spring of 1990, for Virtual visit to Egypt's cultural treasures: The 3,200
instance, the discovery of pesticide residues on year old tomb of Egypt's Queen Nefertari, typically
Guatemalan vegetables led US officials to reject receiving 3,500 visitors daily, has been successfully
them. A Greenpeace campaigner in Guatemala restored after six years of work - but is also closed
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to visitors. Yet, at the Nefertari exhibition at the
Palazzo Ruspoli in Rome, visitors stroll about the Developing countries must also adjust or suffer
tomb with the aid of a joystick. This virtual reality exclusion from the global economy and severe
exhibition allows visitors to walk in, turn corners, disadvantage in the competitiveness of their goods
gaze up and down, and focus on individual paintings and services. They are threatened with a new and
and symbols. [Montalbano 1994] dangerous form of information poverty that could

further widen the gap in economic status and
Publicly available software: Vast amounts of competitiveness. The necessary adjustment is
publicly available software and other materials are sweeping and complex. It is also risky, for wholesale
found around the Internet and on low-cost CDROMs. diffusion of information technology can result in
Much of the software is excellent; some of it is much waste and social deterioration.
better than commercial equivalents. For example, the
Welcome to Africa CDROM by Marcel Fafchamps "It can be no accident that there is today no wealthy
of Stanford uses 450 original photos organized by developed country that is information-poor, and no
theme to introduce all aspects of life in this beautiful information-rich country that is poor and
but troubled region. undeveloped." Mahathir Mohammed, Prime

Minister of Malaysia (quoted in [Schware 1995]).

All countries must adjust urgently "Those nations that establish [their information]
infrastructure and develop a broad range of

These changes dictate, for all countries, a major applications first will have a tremendous competitive
adjustment - the information adjustment - to advantage over those that lag behind. This advantage
achieve macroeconomic and political balance in an will accrue not only to the telecommunications
environment of uncontrolled information flows and industry, but also to such industries as
global competition, trade, and investment. manufacturing, banking and entertainment and to

such activities as education and healthcare." [Allaire

Societies all over the world correctly see major 1994]
challenges and opportunities from advances in
information technology. National strategies that
recognize the importance of information for
development have appeared in Turkey, Mauritius,
Singapore, Vietnam, South Korea, United States,
Netherlands, Canada, and elsewhere. In the best
known example, Singapore's Tradenet system was
implemented as a key component of the country's
export-oriented economic strategy. The Asian tigers,
without exception, treat information as a strategic
priority. Europe has an urgent strategy to make the
European Union into an information society. The
United States, despite its aversion to industrial
planning, is formulating a national strategy for
deploying an information infrastructure.

"Our study reaffirms the presence of a relationship
between economic development and investment in
computing technology. The higher the level of
development, the higher the level of computing
expenditure in a country. Although this relationship
has often been posited in the literature, the
unambiguous nature of the results of this study
provide solid empirical support for the proposition.
Our analysis suggests specific variables as causal
linkages - the demand for computing, the cost of
computer technology, and the cost of substitutes
(wage rates). However, it is not possible, given our
data, to demonstrate causality." [Kraemer 1992]
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Summary -
How is information shaping the
economy and society?

The information revolution is very real.

Diffusion of information technology increases.
No technological limits are in sight.
Global information infrastructure emerges.

The information revolution magnifies and
accelerates economic transformations.

Market economies prevail worldwide.
Global trade and investment are increasing.
Global competition increases.
Firms compete with knowledge, networking, and
agility.
Industries transform and emerge.

The information revolution fuels social
transformations.

Society is being reorganized.
Demand for institutional accountability increases.
An environmental agenda rises.
The social agenda gains importance.
Culture can be preserved and destroyed.

All countries must adjust urgently.
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What does it mean for developing countries?

Fortunately, the information revolution creates both Educate more people and support lifelong
the challenge and the means necessary for successful learning. Education pays. Rewards to an individual
adjustment. It also creates new possibilities to attack for an educational investment include more
vexing problems of poverty, inequality, and employment options, higher income, and better
environmental degradation with the potential to future prospects. Education is the best route to
achieve unprecedented gains in economic and human improved status for women worldwide. The need for
development. continued education and training persists throughout

a person's career. Export of low-skill jobs requires
"The first countries to enter the information society primary education of good quality, including
will reap the greatest rewards. They will set the language skills. Export of high-skill jobs requires
agenda for all who must follow. By contrast, advanced and lifelong training. Information systems
countries which temporize, or favor half-hearted have supporting roles in education - efficient
solutions, could, in less than a decade, face disastrous administration, low-cost delivery, and production of
declines in investmnent and a squeeze on jobs." appropriate educational materials. Computer-based
[Bangemann 1994] "Information is critical to the training is an effective tool for lifelong learning.
social and economic activities that comprise the
development process. Telecommunications, as a Education correlates with employment, income, and
means of sharing information, is not simply a opportunity. In industrial countries, the well-
connection between people, but a link in the chain of educated are more likely to be employed. In the US
the development process itself." [Hudson 1995] "If in 1989, unemployment was 9.1% for persons with
a US community needed, say, widespread high school or less education and 2.2% for those with
immunizations or replacement of a power grid, college degrees. In Japan these figures were 7% and
would the telephone seem a vital or an irrelevant tool 2.3%. The well-educated earn more, and the gap is
in getting the job done?" [Pitroda 1993] widening. In the US in 1980 the earnings gap was

31%; in 1988 it was 86%. The well-educated land
jobs that provide them with more training; the

Opportunities for extraordinary gains uneducated are locked out of opportunities to

against old challenges improve their skills. [Wooldridge 1992]

Information technology and telecommunications in Distance education in Africa (defined to include

developing countries can transform old challenges print, broadcasting, and limited face-to-face
and create unprecedented possibilities for sustainable education) has been used to pursue entirely
economic development, just as it has for business in conventional educational ends. Its main advantages:
the industrial world. economy, flexibility, and suitability for widely

scattered student bodies. [Perraton 1992]

Too narrow a definition of appropriate technology "The British Open University, established in 1969, is
ignores the profound social implications of "The sen University, the intry
technology and risks consigning the world's poor to a now the second largest university in the country
life of third-rate capacity and opportunity. (after the University of London), not just in studentlif oftidrt.aaiyadopruiy numbers, but in number of annual graduations. In
Information technology, when designed for the right numbers, bt in number of anl gauatins.
job, can be deployed even in regions that lack crudtes it ir n1/5 of the country s

adeuat waer,foo, ad pwer Ths tchnlog graduates for 1/9 of the cost." [Perraton 1992].
adqaewtr od ndpwr hstcnlg More than 150,000 continuing education students use

can be effective for many tasks, not least human and More ta 1,000 conti ti on sudens use
ecnoi deelpmn .In fat.hstehooyi a network of 7,000 part-time tutors supported by

often indispensable in meeting basic needs. education materials on TV, video, radio, audio, and
increasingly CDROM. [Bright 1994]
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Harvard and other US universities use $260,000 liquidity. The system eliminated the need to
Kodak printers to produce textbooks on demand for maintain a substantial no-interest float and created
themselves and distant affiliated institutions. many secondary capabilities. Success depended on
Teachers can design their own texts by mixing and many factors, including strict centralized transaction
matching sections. [Fortune, 17 Feb 1994]. control, compatible public policies, a highly skilled

work force, and substantial long-term investment.
The Globe Program is a worldwide science and [paraphrased from Hanna 1993a]
education program coordinating the work of students,
teachers, and scientists to study and understand the In Morocco, the Ministry of Finance is
global environment. Globe is an international computerizing tax administration, auditing, and
partnership involving countries around the world to: control. Information systems are also being used for
increase environmental awareness, contribute to public investment planning and public debt
scientific understanding of the Earth, and help management. Computer-based modeling is being
students everywhere reach higher standards in used in macroeconomic monitoring, external trade
science and mathematics. [Globe 1995] management, and industrial promotion. [Moussa

1995]
Assisted learning (a vignette of assisted learning
using modest information technology): A child sits Increase effectiveness of economic reforms.
at a desk in the community information center, Economic reforms often fail in implementation due
identifies herself, and resumes the lesson on how to weak compliance. Good monitoring mechanisms
animals run - watching slow-motion animations of can help. Information systems designed in
horses and answering questions, such as: Do all 4 conjunction with reforms are more likely to be
hooves ever leave the ground at the same time? effective, however. Through information systems, it
These lessons came from a CDROM server in the is possible to embed policy reforms into institutional
back room. She likes to run, so the advanced lesson processes and transactions, which can then be readily
on human running is particularly interesting. She monitored and audited.
asks to see the anatomy ofjoints and muscles, points
to a particular bone, and the computer tells her how Singapore's Tradenet system is a key component of
to pronounce "fibula". The anatomy lessons came an open, export-oriented, market economy. Strategic
from a distant city, translated and adapted for local decisions and policy reforms related to trade were
needs by a national center from international sources. fundamental, and the information systems were the

vehicle for their implementation and enforcement.
Make governments more efficient, accountable, The combination of trade policy change and
and transparent. Large productivity increases in computer support was rapidly and widely accepted
governmnent services are possible with information by the trade industry.
systems that simultaneously increase speed, volume,
quality, transparency, and accountability of As part of the Public Financial Management Project
transactions. Well-designed information systems can with the World Bank [1993] the government of
become major instruments of public policy - Colombia decided to reduce idle liquidity kept in
powerful tools to implement, enforce, and evaluate commercial banks by govermment agencies and to
policy reforms. eliminate the use of paying agents, an inefficient and

often corrupt arrangement. This major policy change
"Public administration is, by its very nature, highly is to be implemented through an on-line information
information intensive. Government business can be system to transfer to the commercial banking system
considered as a series of systems, such as education, only and exactly the amounts payable by the
health, defense, public revenue and expenditures, Treasury. [World Bank 1994f]
natural resources management, social security, etc.
Public administration relies heavily on the use of "When it comes to land, property rights are embodied
information and communication technologies to in formal titles. A piece of land without such a title
gather, process, and diffuse information within both to specify its ownership at low cost is extremely hard
public and private domains." [Moussa 1995] to market. The missing ingredient is property rights:

formal rights embodied in universally obtainable,
Brazil can determine every night its cash and foreign standardized, registered instruments of exchange
exchange positions. Every fiscal transaction is governed by legal rules. Absence of formal titles in a
validated every day against budget and public
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country means that the assets of most people remain A comprehensive land resource database of the Arun
outside the market economy." [de Soto 1993] River basin of Eastern Nepal was developed from

existing maps and photos. Outputs included the first
Monitor and protect the environment. ever basin-wide mosaic of land usage and capability,
Environmental monitoring, inherently data-intensive, maps of forest degradation hot spots, and sample land
is more effective using information technology, resource maps and data of improved quality. The
primarily geographic information systems. These database and simulation models revealed important
systems are already practical and increasingly observations that were helpful during project design
inexpensive. The data captured are of lasting value and execution. Total cost was $20,000, about 2% of
beyond their initial use. International cooperation for the cost of the environmental assessment. Existing
monitoring and advice is fostered by environmental map and photographic information were utilized
networks. Information technology also provides beyond their initial intent, supplemented with field
effective tools for regional planning based on work where necessary. Existing data would have
dynamic modeling. been difficult or impossible to use manually. The

project is under review as the first case of the World
Protection of the environment begins inside the Bank Inspection Panel. Detailed information about
factory with integration of pollution control and the status quo will no doubt affect the outcome of the
energy conservation into manufacturing processes. case. [Hassan 1992]
Process control depends on information systems for
both design and operational functions. Many Sustainable Development Networks: The United
information-intensive services are inherently clean. Nations Development Program has spent $5 million
Telecommuting can reduce environmental impact through 1994 to establish national computer
even further. networks in many developing countries. With

computers, telephone lines, and electronic mail, users
Satellites are increasingly being used to provide early can receive development proposals, impact
warning of infestations of insects such as desert statements, and feasibility studies, and they can seek
locusts and tsetse flies by combining satellite data answers to specific questions. In Bolivia, the project
about vegetation patterns, moisture levels, and coordinator used cooperating radio stations to send
weather with ground-based data. The images are questions to the capital and broadcast answers.
expensive, and interpretation requires deep technical People quickly became accustomed to asking for
expertise. Dependable, timely predictions of pest information on sustainable development by radio-
infestations can help to prevent serious damage to a network without computers. [Reardon 1994]
health and agriculture. [The Economist, 12 Aug
1993] Worldwide, environmental technology is a young and

expanding industry, estimated sales for 1992 $200
In the Philippines, land resource maps were billion. The industry increasingly uses high
developed for the entire country, demonstrating that technology and emphasizes pollution control and
useful national land resource data could be completed energy conservation instead of end-of-pipe cleanup.
in a short time at low cost. The project produced Technology sectors: Water purification and sewage
map coverage and national, regional, and provincial treatment 30%, General services 24%, Refuse
statistics within one year for about $1.7 million. The disposal 20%, Air purification systems 15%, Other
study was jointly funded by the World Bank, the environmental systems 11%. German firms are
Swedish Agency for International Development, and world leaders with 21% market share. The industry
the Philippine Department of Environment and has over 4,000 predominantly small firms and
National Resources. 680,000 jobs overall. US is second with 16% market

share. [Commerzbank 1993]
"With almost as much of its land taken up by roads
(11%) as by housing (13%), Singapore began work Reduce information and income inequalities. The
on road pricing earlier than most. Three rival relationship between access to information and level
consortia are bidding (estimates up to $130 million) of income is strong and becoming stronger at both
on an electronic system that links debit cards in each the national and the international level. The
vehicle to roadside gantries." [The Economist, 11 information revolution threatens to increase inequity,
Jun 1994] but it also provides tools to reduce poverty. A pro-

poor agenda of technology-improved access to
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education, health care, and information is level and to collect public opinion and economic
increasingly possible for developing countries. planning data. The Community Learning Utility

project provides distance learning in Europe; similar
Rural and poor urban communities can be integrated initiatives have started for some developing
into economic life, and thereby raise income levels, countries. [VITA 1995]
through information services. Appropriate regulatory
incentives can be designed to encourage provision of Community information center vignette: In a large
rural telecommunications on a commercial basis. room in a small town, a community information
Satellite networks, wireless communications, public center provides diverse information services in
telephones, and community information centers are response to community needs: public telephone and
effective arrangements. fax, government service directories, regional

employment listings, agricultural prices from brokers
Rural telephones are used for business. "A survey of in several cities, posting crop and pest observations
rural telephone users in Indonesia and Thailand [in for the agricultural extension agent, electronic mail
1985] found that residents of villages and semi-rural for distance education radio courses, and self-paced
towns had pressing needs to communicate with training. The center is supported by user fees and
people outside their own surroundings to perform subscriptions, provider charges for some postings,
work-related duties, conduct business transactions, sectoral support for educational and agricultural
deal with government offices, and reach family activities, and vouchers from other sources
members working away from home." [Hudson 1995] exchanged by users for services. [VITA 1995]
Another survey estimated the value of telephone calls
made over a rural satellite network in Peru. They "In many parts of the developing world, women do
note that businesses generated about one-third of the much of the agricultural work. They may take crops
calls made over the network, and that business users to market or negotiate prices for their crops or
estimated that each call saved them about $7.30 livestock. In such cases, the benefits of
compared to alternative means of communication. telecommunications in getting information about
[Mayo 1992] prices and markets and in getting expert advice from

extension agents should apply to women." [Hudson
An organization of artisan fishermen on the pacific 1995]
coast of southern Honduras has "learned to use video
to document the destruction of their mangroves by "A steadily increasing body of evidence suggests that
politically powerful commercial farmers. One girls' education is probably the single most effective
fisherman simply holds up a newspaper to establish investment that a developing country can make.
the date while another records the company-owned Educating women: (1) reduces child mortality, (2)
bulldozers plowing under mangroves in the reduces maternal mortality, (3) reduces fertility, (4)
background. These snippets, the fisherman have improves family health, (5) increases the educational
learned, can be sent to friendly politicians in the attainment of their children, (6) has important
Honduran Congress." [Annis 1991] environmental benefits, and (7) increases

productivity." [Sandstrom 1994]
Community information centers can extend the reach
of information services to under-served rural and Overcome natural disadvantages. Natural
urban areas. In Amsterdam in 1994, a government disadvantages, especially geographic remoteness, are
sponsored project created De Digitale Stad (The inconsequential for some information-intensive
Digital City) as a virtual market and town center to industries. In some cases, time zone differences can
facilitate community participation in government. In be turned to advantage.
the first few weeks, 100,000 people joined. In North
America, Freenets with similar purposes have been Many rural regions are growing again. Rural areas in
created in about 50 cities. With government support, the US such as Ainsworth, Nebraska, are taking
the effort is being extended to the rural USA. The advantage of the information highway to blur the
Nordic telecottages provide isolated village distinction between rural and urban regions.
communities with access to information resources for Advanced telecommunications is allowing small
distance working, distance education, and other towns to hold on to new jobs and attract new ones
capabilities. In the Philippines, a Government and to experiment with telemedicine, distance
Information Sharing Technology Network is planned learning, and other services. [VITA 1995]
to link government offices down to the community
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Exportable service jobs, such as airline reservations require large investments and extensive training."
or back-office processing, have been located in [The Economist, 5 Mar 1994]
distant regions (but only when language barriers are
not an issue) to provide 24-hour coverage and to Promote small and medium enterprises. Small and
avoid night work. medium enterprises (SMEs) are vital engines of job

creation. They have played a key role in production
Diversify into information-intensive industries. and diffusion of information technology. They are
Markets for information goods and services are quick in bringing new products to market, getting
young, growing, and exceptionally mobile. In this into and out of fast changing niche markets, and
dynamic situation, there are many opportunities and setting up spin-off companies. The needs of SMEs
some successful models for creating new industries can be addressed through self-sustaining service
in developing countries. These industries can systems and networks for training, technical
provide information products, such as components cooperation, accounting, purchasing, marketing,
and equipment, custom software, or exported banking, government licensing, and taxation.
provision of services. They can also help to improve
the information components of traditional products, a "The role of the state is therefore partly to fill the
fast growing aspect of many industries. supply-side gaps related to serving mainly SMEs-

especially those without experience in buying
"The software industry in India has been able to take consulting services. This can be done directly by
advantage of its low-cost, highly skilled work force state consultancies like the Irish MCS and AMT
and with the benefit of international communications Ireland services and the US Manufacturing
links has become a major producer of software (India Technology Centers, or through programs that
ranks second among competing countries in manage and refer users to accredited private firms."
software/services exports)." India's software exports [Hanna 1994]
have grown from $24 million in 1986-87 to $225
million in 1993-94. [Hanna 1993b] Low level white collar procedural tasks are being

exported, with major changes in this direction
Announcing plans to invest in the Indian expected in the next 10 to 15 years. In India, about
subcontinent, the Singapore government recently 100 jobs were created to rekey information from
revealed its intention to fund and develop a 58 acre original reports by the UK police force on
high-tech industrial park in Bangalore (in southern nonstandard forms onto official forms. A US
India). Scheduled to open in late 1995, the company offering corporate health care plans (Cigna)
Bangalore Information Technology Park will has set up a back office in Loughrea, an Irish village
comprise factory, office, and residential areas to meet of 3500, creating about 80 jobs, mostly women to
the needs of manufacturing companies engaged in handle about 20% of the company's workload.
electronics, computers, and telecommunications. [Forge 1995]
AT&T and IBM are expected to be the anchor
tenants, but other global technology companies have "Although Utah is one of the least densely populated
also expressed interest, including Texas Instruments, states in the US, it contains the world's second
Motorola, and Siemens. The park is intended biggest swathe of software and computer engineering
particularly to attract foreign computer companies firms (after California) with over 1,100 firms, 63,000
that want to form partnerships with Indian firms. jobs, $5 billion annual sales, and growing 7% per
[Richardson 1994] year. Factors that contributed to success included: a

dependable supply of well-trained graduates from
"The ability to widely and cheaply disseminate very nearby universities, an atmosphere of cooperation
detailed design information is changing the among the firms in the area, lower labor costs, and an
traditional manufacturing process. Making an economic and government environment that favors
original design for a product can account for half of innovation and entrepreneurship by smaller firms."
its life-cycle cost. Computer-aided design can [The Economist, 23 April 1994]
dramatically cut cost and time requirements and
improve accuracy. Developing countries may be Participation in global trade requires at least cheap
able to skip entire stages of industrialization if they and efficient customs procedures, but the need goes
are able to incorporate computer-aided design, much further, extending eventually to the exchange
information systems, and flexible manufacturing into of detailed market information around the world that
their nascent industries. However, these capabilities allows local companies to tap export markets in both
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rich and poor countries. Local goods and services There is a real and present danger of deepening
must therefore be globally competitive; if not, the inequity of access to information both within and
national and international markets for the inferior among countries. The information revolution
goods and services will evaporate under attack from confronts countries with a major new equity issue,
better suppliers anywhere in the world. Increasingly, not of wealth but of information. If the adjustment
goods and services with information components are agenda does not lead a country toward widespread
more competitive, and the implicit knowledge access to information services, those without access
component dramatically affects quality and price. will face a double hardship, lacking both information

and economic opportunity.
For a Mauritania trade system, initial investment was
about $1 million. Extra revenue of about $4 million Strategic consensus among partners must come
allowed a cut in tariff rates. Customs declarations are first. Governm'ents, the private sector, local
processed in 30 minutes instead of 48 hours. Most communities, nongovernmental organizations, and
Uoods are cleared in I or 2 days instead of 5 to 20. international organizations such as the World Bank
[The Economist, 21 Mar 1992] Group all have a role to play in creating information

economies in developing countries. The broader and
Associated with an UNCTAD conference, Colombia more effective the partnerships among these agents,
installed a pilot trade point with efficient customs the faster the adjustment will occur. The most
clearance as well as access to global market important role of partnerships is to create consensus
information for only $20,000. It cut companies' on strategic priorities and commitment by the various
transaction costs by 40%/a. "The UN Conference on stakeholders to a national strategy to create or
Trade and Development (UNCTAD) estimates enhance information infrastructure in developing
transaction costs at 10% of merchandise trade, which countries. A national strategy must include
was $3.5 trillion in 1992. These costs could be cut identification of the sectoral reform policies and
by $75 billion (better than 20%) through more strategic investments needed to deploy the
efficient trade procedures, including information infrastructure as well as priorities for
systems. UNCTAD offers a cheap and simple system implementation. Reaching strategic consensus is a
with standard customs procedures that has been difficult but very important initial step toward an
adopted by over 50 developing countries." [The information economy.
Economist, 21 Mar 1992]

Government action and reform can build
competition. Private sector competition fueling

Need and means to implement a growth of telecommunications and information
m--,lajor adjustment agenda industries could not have taken place in advanced

countries without complementary government action

It is easy to get excited about the opportunities, but and reform. Nor could have development of national
the information revolution dictates new needs for infrastructures, without public investment in certain
developing countries that must be addressed, whether critical areas (such as R&D) or changes in laws and
exciting or not. Fortunately the information regulations.
revolution also provides the means to address this
urgent agenda of adjustments. Asian informatics strategies have public and private

urgent agenda of support. Taiwan identified production of PC clones

Developing countries will pay a high cost if they lag as a strategic industry. Japan's Sigma project to
behind. Without fast and successful adjustment, a expand software tool usage and common
developing economy can be hampered in many ways: development platforms is a public/private
Local production may be less competitive in partnership. Singapore's trade system initiative
international markets against better-quality, lower- evolved into an informatics strategy.
priced, and more flexible products. Productive firms
might lose market share due simply to inability to Create an information-friendly environment,
connect to international trading networks and to characterized by coherent telecommunications
participate on equal terms in markets. Research and reform and information policies; laws protecting
development might stagnate without convenient investment, intellectual property, and individual
access to international science networks. privacy; open and well-regulated information and

communication markets; education policies that favor
a skilled labor force; and effective regulatory and
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standard-setting institutions. Such an environment less indefinitely in heat, dust, and monsoons.
supports availability, diversity, and low cost of [extrac.ted and paraphrased from Pitroda 1993]
information services and products. Clearly, the task
of creating such environment falls to not one but all The costs of telecommunications are falling,
of the partners for development. according to desk research and case studies from 26

developing countries that explores options for
A national information infrastructure consists of commercial supply of rural telecommunications.
both the telecommunications networks and the Capital costs per line for the most appropriate
strategic information systems necessary for technology remain high but are falling: $1000 near
sustainable economic development. Deployment of urban areas and $2000-3000 in rural areas. This kind
this infrastructure is a task of ten years or more and of service can be commercially feasible with annual
billions of dollars in most developing countries. It is revenues per line around $400 (urban) or $800-1200
possible only through the efficient functioning of (rural). "The proposed strategy for serving villages
national and international markets for financing, and rural population centers, which is derived from a
engineering, and management services. An broad consensus of world experience, is to provide
information-friendly environrment is a precondition lines to: (I) institutions and businesses whose
for investments. While the role of the private sector estimated call revenues exceed incremental cost of
is paramount, the government and often international supply and (2) public payphones..." [Intelecon 1995]
organizations such as the World Bank Group also
play key roles as legislators, regulators, advisors, and The emergence of the global information
guarantors. infrastructure presents an extraordinary opportunity

for developing countries, sometimes called telecom
There is a correlation between telecommunications lite. The new infrastructure is characterized by a
investment and economic growth. "A study by variety of low-cost options for local connections,
Hardy of 60 nations from 1960 to 1973 showed a competing global operators for long-distance
causal relationship in both directions. Of course services, digital transmission, and low-cost, reliable,
telecommunications investment increases as an simple network access with increasingly
economy grows, but there is also a small but sophisticated terminals. This model for the
significant contribution of telecommunications to telecommunications infrastructure allows developing
economic growth. A causal relationship did not hold countries to leapfrog the industrial world's enormous
for radios. It was therefore postulated that the investment in wired local loops, the most expensive
organizational impact of telecommunications part. Developing countries can provide better service
contributed to economic growth. The study also at a much lower cost per subscriber. With radio and
found that the economic impact was greatest in satellite options for the local loop, widespread
countries with low teledensity (telephone lines per deployment of telecommunications becomes
100 persons)." [Hardy 1980] affordable, and developing countries can have the

technical support to coexist with commerce in the
Rural telephone switches are being produced by and information age. [Forge 1995]
for India. In 1980, India had fewer than 2,500,000
telephones, almost all of them in a handful of urban
centers. The country had only 12,000 public
telephones for 700,000,000 people, and 97% of
India's 600,000 villages had no telephones at all.
India was using its priceless foreign exchange to buy
the West's abandoned technology and install obsolete
equipment. The technological disparity was getting
bigger, not smaller. By 1987, a three-year effort by
many of India's great young engineers had produced
a series of telephone switches, manufactured in India
to international standards, and adapted to village use.
The 128-line rural exchange was housed in a metal
container, cost about $8,000, required no air
conditioning, could be installed in a protected space
in the village, and would switch phone calls more or
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An information system provides a societal capability
Growth in telecom lines in based on the use of information that encompasses its

developing countries full context of people, institutions, policies,
processes, incentives, data, information technology,

200 and infrastructure. A strategic information system

180 provides a fundamental capability of such importancethat it can enhance the scope and efficiency of an
160 entire sector and economy.

* 140 *NISX
C~~~~~~~~~~C C

120 OECA As part of its information infrastructure, Hungary is
= 100 1 *LACFR developing a strategic payments system. A Bank-

o | | AFR sponsored project in Hungary will create this system
80

I 0 80 Q;: aMENA and a telecommunications network linking the 12
60 ,SAS largest commercial Banks in the country. This
40 - EAP system requires a partnership of central and

20 *EA commercial banks and large-scale information

0 Tl technology provided by the private sector.
{~~~- 03 'T 0) 'r a) 't

C) Lo C> o l) S oLO CD The Global Positioning System, originated by the US
- - co co CD a o

0 0 0 0 0 0 ,ON j Department of Defense, gets increasingly wide
________ _--civilian use by pilots, shippers, hikers, rescue

workers, surveyors, and others for work and
recreation. The capability increases efficiency in

Avg. annual telecom investment many industries and transforrns the market for
in developing countries geographic products and services. Current aviation

units cost about $500 and pinpoint their position to
90 within 100 meters anywhere on the globe.
80 ___ Eventually, receivers the size of a credit card could
70 0 NIS cost only $50. [The Economist, 6 Nov 1993]

CO 60 0lECA
C ~ ~~~~~~~~ A

= 50 ILAC New demands for education and training must be
) 40 n AFR | met. Demand for specialized informatics
(I 30 EE1VIMENA| professionals. computer literacy throughout the

20 * SAS workforce, and lifelong training are challenges for
10 L iEAP most countries in the face of rapidly changing
0 technology and shifts in job mixes. Meeting the

11j 1~ C? C ? demand will require the efforts of universities,
CD Ito 0 to a Lo 
r__ r, co co m a) o private companies, training institutions, computer

COV _ _ _ _ csocieties, and accreditation councils.
Telecommunications investmnent in iess developed
countries has been and will be massive. Regional "Effectiveness of telecommunications technologies
codes are as follows: NIS Newly Industrialized for secondary and post-secondary education has been
States of former Soviet Union, ECA Eastern
Europe and Central Asia, LAC Latin America and fairly well documented. Research on the costs and
Caribbean, AFR Sub-Saharan Africa, MENA benefits is much more limited. Hewlett Packard
Middle East and North Africa, SAS South Asia, provides interactive voice and data communications
EAP East Asia and Pacific. Data for charts from in more than I 00 classrooms worldwide, and
[Pyramid 1994]. estimates that its system delivers training at one-half

Strategic information systems for developing the cost of traditional classes." [Hudson 1995]

countries include sector-wide information systems
for education, health, public sector management, and Some 1000 schosing theU hae ineked' ' . . ' ~~~~~~~computer lab. Increasingly, they are linked
transportation. Electronic payments, education and nationally and interationally. National Geographic
science networks, trade facilitation, disaster and others have used networks to conduct
prevention and management, and national statistics experiments and aggregate data. [VITA 1995]
might also be defined as strategic systems.
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A World Bank report on the East Asian miracle Points are operating or planned in about 25 countries
discusses education: "Investinents in both physical worldwide. [VITA 1995]
capital [for education] and schooling contribute
significantly to economic growth. An increase of The Minitel network in France connects nearly 30
10% in the primary or secondary school enrollment million private and business subscribers in France
rate would raise the per capita income growth by through 6 million small terminals operating through
0.3%." "Primary education is by far the largest the normal telephone network. It carries about
single contributor to the HPAEs' [High Performance 15,000 different services which have created around
Asian Economies] predicted growth rates. Between 75,000 new jobs. It has indirectly helped to create
58% (Japan) and 87% (Thailand) of predicted growth 300,000 new jobs by boosting efficiency and
is due to primary school enrollment. Physical competitiveness.
investment comes second (between 35% and 49%),
followed by secondary school enrollment." "Far and Consortia for advice, investment, and research
away the major difference in predicted growth rates must be created. Social networks and consortia
between HPAEs and Sub-Saharan Africa derives have systematically addressed market failures and
from variations in primary school enrollment rates. externalities in the supply and diffusion of
Education is the main theme of the story of the information technology through financing of
differences in growth between Sub-Saharan Africa prototypes and large investment projects, advising on
and the East Asia high performers." [World Bank intangible investments related to physical
1993a] investments, and sharing of best practices among

enterprises. These are enabling conditions for
Sectoral information networks must be developed. program impact and for wide diffusion of
Social networks based on electronic communications information technology and its benefits.
are needed to enable alliances that connect
institutions in agriculture, education, health, banking, The $220 million telecommunications project
industry, and other sectors. Once operational, these approved by the Bank for Tanzania in 1993 is being
networks multiply opportunities for technical financed by a consortium of the Bank and bilateral
cooperation, research, coordination, information and multilateral sources. Beyond infrastructure
sharing, and private transactions. investment, the project includes technical cooperation

financing to strengthen management, develop a
Electronic customs clearance, transportation computerized operational and financial support
arrangements, and other electronic commerce system, improve procurement, and develop a
capabilities have reduced import and export regulatory capability in the Ministry. [World Bank
transaction costs substantially for many countries. 1994e]
More than 60 commercial, educational, non-profit,
and government entities in the U.S. have joined Science networks are supplanting journals. A daily
CommerceNet, formed in April 1994 to facilitate the wire service is operational for preprints and live
use of an Internet-based infrastructure for electronic reports by researchers in more than 10 disciplines in
commerce to allow efficient interactions among science and mathematics. About 20,000 e-mails flow
customers, suppliers, and development partners to daily to more than 60 countries with abstracts of new
speed time to market and reduce the costs of doing preprints and research reports. Thousands of full
business. papers are downloaded daily. "It has completely

changed how people in the field [physics] exchange
Toolnet is a network for small scale development information. The only time I look at the published
projects that fosters exchange of information, journals is for articles that predate the Los Alamos
experiences, expertise, and solutions to technical physics databases." "Under a table in a corner of
problems. It provides multifunctional electronic mail Paul H. Ginsparg's office at Los Alamos National
to link field workers, local organizations, Laboratory, surrounded by piles of scientific papers,
technological institutions, international development a squash racket, dated magazines and the occasional
organizations, and individuals to each other and to soda can, sits a machine that is quietly changing how
national and international networks. It is sponsored science is being done. To a casual observer, it looks
by TOOL, a non-profit organization in the like a spare workstation." [Stix 1994]
Netherlands directed toward technology transfer to
and among developing countries. Toolnet Access Printed scientific information has been doubling

every 12 years. Journal subscription prices doubled
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in 8 years. A 1994 directory lists 440 electronic emphasized the critical role of teams in developing
journals and research newsletters, up from 110 in and maintaining complex systems. The six-month
1991. Proponents and some agreements are programs produced 20 programmers at a cost of
emerging on electronic low-cost dissemination of approximately US $3,000 per person. Turnover
scholarly work, but not yet agreement on refereeing, rates, however, stood at about 50%. [Parish 19941
scholarly priority, journal of record, and other issues
traditionally resolved by print journals. [Stix 1994] "Japan is just beginning to go on-line and few
Scholarly journals could become an anachronism. In companies have taken the information technology
this change is an opportunity for developing route. It is estimated that just 8.6% of all personal
countries: Participation in international research will computers in Japan are hooked into a network of
depend on ideas, results, and evaluations by peers, some kind, compared with 52% in the US. This may
not on location. be partly due to different attitudes on information

sharing. The US is far more comfortable with
Constraints and hazards that must be putting information out - giving access to
recognized anonymous people and being non-hierarchical.

That's not customary in Japan." To address this

The information revolution fuels change of problem, Nippon Telegraph & Telephone and
remarkable pace and scope, but also of remarkable researchers at Stanford University's US-Japan
unevenness. Failures and horror stories litter the Technology Management Center co-sponsored Japan
history of the information industry. Even the success Window, an electronic information service offering
stories, when scrutinized, reveal formidable social Internet users access to information on Japanese
and technical complexities. The power of technology, science, business, industry, government
information technology, which has so much potential and culture and allowing Japan to learn about the
for social good, can also be harnessed for selfish, Internet by developing software products.
dangerous, or even destructive ends. [Zielenziger 1991]

Social and technical complexity. Developing and Waste and misallocation of scarce resources.
deploying information systems and In the absence of appropriate policy incentives,
telecommunications capabilities is socially and adequate quality standards, and competitive
technically complex, even in the face of discipline, a society could allocate scarce
technological advances and obvious potential development resources to information infrastructure
benefits. Countries need to marshal substantial investments that create waste or perversely increase
resources, often from abroad, to accomplish this task. social inequality. Such is the case when
They need to establish effective incentives and telecommunications services are available only to the
management schemes to facilitate adoption and urban rich, when incentives favor use of technology
effective use of new systems. more for recreational than productive purposes, and

when an excessive share of investments are directed
The transferring of investment and operation toward military purposes.
responsibility for the telecommunications
infrastructure from the public to the private sector is Wasteful information infrastructure investments also
an urgent and particularly complex task. It involves can occur because of inadequate definition of the
sacrificing local short-term revenues and control to expected benefits and inadequate measurement of the
gain the investment volume and service actual results. Benefits in terms of societal
improvements that a competitive private sector can capabilities and institutional objectives can be and
supply. should be defined for projects, but it is very complex

to measure the results objectively, and it is tempting
From 1989 to 1994, the Ministry of Finance of to hide behind alleged intangible benefits.
Kenya built a public financial accounting and
budgeting system. Creation of this system ran into Bank projects show mixed experience with
difficulty in recruiting technical staff - a problem informatics in Africa. Government agencies are the
typical of developing countries. A training program dominant users of information technology
was developed to train computer programmers, (information technology) in Africa. As in the
develop their organizational skills, and instill in them industrial countries, the returns of the use of
the importance of accountability. As team work is information technology are mixed. Analysis of 76
uncommon In Sub-Saharan Africa, the training World Bank projects in Africa shows that
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government and aid agencies alike need to make Social and employment inequities.
more intensive efforts in the design of projects with Information technology has an increasing capacity to
information technology components. Specific capture the knowledge and expertise required for
examples of information technology use show the many human tasks and to repeat those tasks with an
core constraining factors to lie in limited human and unprecedented degree of speed and precision. This
organizational capacities. [Moussa 1992] capacity constitutes a singularly powerfuil force for

transformation of the employment landscape for both
Cultural preservation versus social disruption. high-skilled and low-skilled jobs.
An information society should both benefit from and
contribute to worldwide cultural assets. A balance Many low-skilled jobs will be lost. Others will
should be maintained between import of artistic, migrate to the lowest bidder. Countries can compete
recreational, and educational products and local for the migrating jobs, but they must mainly count on
generation and consumption of culture-enhancing massive retraining to raise the skill level of the
products. Without that balance, the information workforce as a whole. High-skilled jobs will
revolution could weaken the cultural ties that bind increase their wage differential, but the information
communities and nations. The information revolution will reduce the number of jobs in this
revolution greatly facilitates production, publishing, category as human skills are increasingly automated.
and intemational dissemination of cultural products Furthermore, many of the remaining jobs will be
by individuals, citizen groups, and communities. performed by a shrinking pool of highly effective

suppliers who best master technology and knowledge
Enhanced access to telecommunications and for competitive advantage.
broadcasting creates opportunities for those who
would enhance culture, society, and human life, as An extreme problem of managing change affects
well as for those who would diminish or destroy individuals, firms, professions, and countries. Even
them. Social control through information censorship in the best of circumstances, the transition will put
is unworkable, yet information technology creates some industries and countries at a severe
threats to individual privacy. Advocates of a disadvantage. This transformation of employment
benevolent and fair society must accept new reinforces the urgency and strategic importance of
responsibilities for influencing access to education and the need for lifelong learning at all
communications. levels.

An open house but a strong one is wanted: "I do not "Both theory and evidence suggest that in the long
want my house to be walled in on all sides and my run new technology should create more jobs than it
windows to be stuffed. I want the cultures of all destroys. But the long run can take a long time.
lands to be blown about my house as freely as Unfortunately there may be prolonged lags between
possible. But I refuse to be blown off my feet by job losses and the creation of new jobs. And the new
any. I refuse to live in other people's house as an jobs may anyway be inappropriate for the displaced
interloper, a beggar, or a slave." [Gandhi 1921] workers. Governments can help by making workers

more adaptable through improvements in education
Local TV programming rises in Latin America. "The and training and by removing obstacles to free
advent of commercial television has transformed tens markets in labour and in goods and services." [The
of millions of poor viewers into a 'market,' and their Economist, 11 Feb 1995]
demand for entertainment is insatiable. Until
recently, Latin America imported about 50 percent of
its television programs, mostly from the United
States. As the cost of production equipment falls,
more and more programming is originating inside the
region. Mexico's media conglomerate, Televisa,
annually produces about 7,000 hours of programs,
mostly soap operas, and exports about 20,000 hours.
Brazil's media conglomerate, TV Globo, is now the
fourth largest TV network in the world (after ABC,
NBC, and CBS). [Annis 1991]
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Summary -
What does it mean for developing
countries?

Opportunities for extraordinary gains against old
challenges:

1. Educate more people and support lifelong
learning.

2. Make govermments more efficient, accountable,
and transparent.

3. Increase effectiveness of economic reforms.
4. Monitor and protect the environment.
5. Reduce information and income inequalities.
6. Overcome natural disadvantages.
7. Diversify into information-intensive industries.
8. Promote small and medium enterprises.
9. Participate in global trade and competition.

Need and means to implement a major adjustment
agenda:

1. Strategic consensus needed among partners.
2. An information-friendly environment must be

created.
3. An information infrastructure must be deployed.
4. New demands for education and training must be

met.
5. Sectoral information networks must be

developed.
6. Consortia for advice, investment, and research

must be created.

Constraints and hazards must be recognized:

1. Social and technical complexity.
2. Waste and misallocation of scarce resources.
3. Cultural preservation and social disruption.
4. Social and employment inequities.
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What must governments do?

Government action is necessary Areas of government intervention

Government action is necessary, but not acting alone. Improve government efficiency. The first challenge
Governments alone or with the help of aid agencies for the public sector is to capture the potential
are not capable of the sweeping adjustments required efficiency gains from the information revolution: to
for developing countries to participate in the global improve the quality and efficiency of public services,
economy. Govemments must establish broad to strengthen government information flows
partnerships with the private sector, local internally, to promote accountability and
communities, nongovernmental organizations, and transparency, to procure goods and services fairly
international organizations. Spurred by the and efficiently, and to raise quality standards for
information revolution, the government role is information technology suppliers. In most
changing, often shrinking, but not disappearing. developing countries, government procurement

accounts for 40% to 60% of the consumption of
Government intervention to harness information for information technology. [Moussa 1995]
development is necessary on several fronts: as policy
makers, as major users of information technology, A summary of how the Information Age is changing
and as compensating influences against market business applies equally to governmeint efficiency:
failures. Also, govenmments must supervise and Organization -New electronic systems are breaking
coordinate education - the key to human and down old barriers, allowing critical infonnation to be
economic development. shared instantly across departments and groups.

Operations - Service units are using electroniic data
As policy makers, goveniments set many rules of the interchange to streamline ordering a-nd
marketplace and must do so fairly. The role of communication with suppliers and customers.
government includes policy, creating the policies, Staffing - New systems and processes have
laws, regulations, and institutions needed for the eliminated management layers and cut employment.
information economy. Customer relations - Representatives are tapping

into databases to solve callers' demands instantly.
As users of information products, governments can [adapted from Business Week 1994]
capture large benefits from information technology
and can influence the supply as a major consumer. Two avenues to increase efficiency, not mutually
Government work is by its very nature highly exclusive, are process reengineering and functional
information-intensive in terms of data collection, divestiture. Process reengineering presents ideal
archiving, dissemination, and processing. opportunities for information systems with
Government procurement will, for better or worse, exceptionally high payoffs. Functional divestiture
affect standards and offerings of the information seeks private provision of public services, and it
technology market. often leads directly to large cost savings and also

promotes the private sector.
During adjustment to the information economy,
market failures can occur and govemment action can The Bank is supporting reengineering of fiscal
sometimes be effective, but only after the right management functions in Morocco, Philippines,
policies have been implemented to eliminate market Colombia, Bolivia, and other countries. In most
distortions. Infrastructure projects of great potential cases, gains are directly quantifiable as reductions of
benefit might not get started on their own, and government deficits. The reengineering process is
governments must often play a catalytic role. When complex, lengthy (over 5 years), and expensive ($20-
the private sector requires initial assistance, 100 million). But projected gains exceed costs, and
governments can step in with a critical boost to there are secondary benefits to the economy.
empower private firms, the main engine of growth. [Moussa 1995] The US Government is active in
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process reengineering. "The [US] Social Security in industrial countries suggests that increased
Administration has had mixed success with its protection of intellectual property generates research
computerization efforts. Half of all Social Security and development activity sufficient to offset the
payments are sent by mail rather than direct deposit, social costs of limited monopolies. For developing
making the agency the world's largest issuer of costly countries, similar research is proposed along with
paper checks. The agency has cut its workforce 24% measures to strengthen the protection of intellectual
since 1982 by computerizing many operations and property. [Siebeck 1991]
can still offer better service in some areas."
[Business Week 1994] Catalyze infrastructure projects. Information

infrastructure projects with major societal benefits
Divestiture has been more common in industrial will sometimes never get started without government
countries so far. In Denmark, Data Centralen intervention because:
provides information services to the government and * The necessary investments are large.
to the open market for profit, a partial divestiture and * Profits depend on complex arrangements
a step toward government efficiency. Even core influenced by laws and regulations.
functions have been divested. In 1994, the UK * Profits depend on scope and scale economies.
decided to outsource tax administration to a * Feasibility depends on redistribution of power
professional service company, EDS. The 10 year and responsibility.
deal involves $1.7 billion and the transfer of 20,000 * Market signals may be weak or untimely.
government employees to EDS. * Benefits might consist of public good that are

not captured as profits.

US Government purchases of Governments must act as a catalyst in many
computer hardware (US$billion) infrastructure projects to overcome these barriers and

meet the information needs of their societies,
40 although not necessarily through a large public
35 expenditure. For telecommunications, the
30 government role is shifting from ownership and
2520 25*efense operation to policy and regulation. For strategic

l 20- CihAlian information systems, diverse needs and conditions

10 dictate assorted types of government intervention (or
5 non-intervention) appropriate to a country's
0 information strategy.
1982 1985 1988 1991 1994

I_____ Market failures are less frequent in
Source: Federal Sources Inc. [Business Week telecommunications (if a market exists or after the
1994] government succeeds in its role as a catalyst to

introduce a market) than in the provision of an
Set fair rules of the game. The role of government infrastructure of strategic information systems.
as policy maker and regulator is complex in an
information economy. Policy reform will often "Telecommunications may serve as a catalyst at
determine the feasibility of information infrastructure certain stages of the rural development process [in
projects. The legal system must provide and enforce the US], becoming particularly important when other
intellectual property concepts for novel information innovations are introduced. Examples include tax
products used in often unpredictable ways. incentives in South Dakota, low wages and taxes in
Computer databases with vast amounts of data on the Midwest, and pollution controls in Los Angeles
individuals create potential benefits for society but that are likely to stimulate telecommuting." [Parker
also introduce new risks for citizens. Quality and 1992] With a government grant of $900,000, the
technical standards (such as interconnection National Public Telecomputing Network (the early
standards, service quality standards, allocation of organizers of Freenet sites) will bring electronic
radio spectrum, privacy standards) play a crucial role community networks to the rural USA. Services
in protecting society and strengthening markets. focus on local community information needs -

government proceedings, community events, health
The information revolution has increased the care services - but also provide on-line access to
complexity of intellectual property issues. Research
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world newspapers, on-line education resources, and bringing together academic experts and business
Internet access. [VITA 1995] interests for a technology field, such as software.

Incubators can be owned by government, academia,
Push the education agenda. In the end, education the private sector, or consortia. The Brazil incubators
more than anything else determines a country's aim to integrate Latin American software companies
prospects for human development and and Latin American academic institutions to increase
competitiveness. Fortunately, the information their participation in the world software market.
revolution offers in education some of its more [lochpe 1994]
extraordinary opportunities. Governments can use
information technology to improve sector planning, Most US federal agencies participate in the Small
administration, and evaluation. Governments can test Business Innovation Research grant program,
and introduce applications that promise a quantum requesting proposals from small businesses (defined
increase in the efficiency of education - distance as having less than 500 employees) on research
education, assisted learning, multimedia textbooks, topics important to the agencies. Grants for
education networks, and so on. innovative technology concepts provide up to

$100,000 for an initial phase, and up to $750,000 for
A nation's endowment of skilled informatics development, with private funding for any further
professionals will strongly affect its ability to meet commercialization and marketing. The program
basic societal needs, to build competitive industries, sponsored about 13,000 projects from inception in
and to exploit new development opportunities. This 1983 through 1993. [SBA 1994]
endowment depends on public and private education
systems in tune with market demands.

Summary -
Jump start the private sector. Governments often What u gWhat must governments do?
can and do assist the private sector to overcome
initial barriers, with firms then empowered as engines
of growth and competitiveness. Governments can: Government action is necessary:
* contract for private provision of public services 1. As a policy maker.

n privatize government units to stimulate the 2. As a major user of information technology.
private sector 3. To compensate for market failures.

* provide access to public information
* assist enterprise formation in information-based Governments can:

goods and services.
goods and services. 1. Improve their own efficiency.

Private sector informatics export can take off with 2. Set fair rules of the game.
government policy support. Affordable and 3. Catalyze infrastructure projects.
privately-financed teleports, free economic zones,
and aggressive marketing and promotion have been 5. Jump start the private sector.
used to jump start informatics export growth in
Mauritius. [World Bank 1995b]

Taiwan's Small and Medium Enterprises Bureau
subsidizes software development for 40 types of
small businesses (under 70 employees and $200,000
capital) from laundries to bicycle shops. The
government offers a 50% subsidy for expenses under
$6,000, and also makes low interest loans, for small
firms to buy hardware and software. Goals are to
develop the local market for software, to test
products in the market, and eventually to export the
software products to other Chinese communities.
[Schware 1995]

Brazil has specialized science parks that emphasize
the creation of new technology businesses by
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How can the World Bank Group help?

The World Bank Group can help the development of
the information economy primarily through strategic By rendering advice
advisory services and mobilization of worldwide
knowledge and expertise in support of individual In its advisory role, the World Bank Group exploits
country needs. The Bank can also offer financial its strengths as an agent of policy and institutional
products and guarantees as a lender of last resort. change, as impartial advisor, and as a source of bans-
Finally, the Bank could maintain an experimental national knowledge. Advice can be provided through
portfolio of projects to find new ways to accelerate a core group of staff and associated experts
development with information systems. In all cases, worldwide. A wide range of services can be offered
the Bank will adjust its advice and financial support to suit country needs, from targeted interventions to
to individual country circumstances and will consider long-term reform implementation support, from
the needs of both the client governments and the single issue review to national information
ultimate beneficiaries. assessments requiring an entire advisory team. In

most cases, the Bank's ability to mobilize finance
To maximize its effectiveness and capitalize on its will be a necessary complement to advice.
strengths, the Bank is changing its emphasis toward a
strategic advisory role on information policy and Emphasis should be on policy and strategy
toward brokering of effective partnerships for formulation:
infrastructure deployment. As a client-oriented * to accelerate growth and promote efficiency in
institution, however, the Bank will continue offering telecommunications services
financing products such as loans, credits, * to deploy the national information infrastructure
investments, and guarantees when country and and integrate it with the emerging global
project circumstances so require and usually in the infrastructure
context of a national strategy or reform program. * to establish effective regulatory capacity
The Bank's work will increasingly be carried out in * to increase the role of the private sector in
partnerships with other intemational institutions, the service provision
private sector, NGOs, and governments. * to promote the strategic use of information for

economic growth and intemational

Net resource flows to competitiveness.
developing countries Advice on telecommunications reform. Reforms in

200 the telecommunications sector are needed to increase
a150

I c 150 Prdnete flow the efficiency and availability of services. Reforns
100 _ and investments are possible by placing primary

Z 50 Official aid responsibility for investment and service provision
o .:'-X-- tt: w >: , with the private sector and by placing sector planning

co co 0) N0 and regulation responsibility with the government.
_ -- - In addition, policies and regulations are needed to

Private scoflw_ca rapidly create the conditions for private sector entry,
Private sector flows increasingly outweigh official o ainlitgain nogoa nomto
aid and export credits. Source: OECD. [The for national itegration ito global iformation
Economist 8 July 1995] infrastructure, and for efficient use of the existent

infrastructure.
This shift recognizes that markets work increasingly
well in providing finance and services in the The World Bank has examined the issues in
information economy, particularly in the telecommunications lending and reform extensively
telecommunications sector. For information and has established an institutional strategy. These
technology, the Bank will emphasize strategic use of efforts resulted in the issuance of OP 4.50, in the
information systems at national and sectoral levels. preparation of a Board presentation in 1994, and in
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the preparation of Discussion Papers 232 and 192 in the same region to create facilities and systems
reviewing sector experience in Asia and establishing which would not be possible on a national scale.
sector strategy for the Bank. The recommendations
of these documents will guide the Bank in its Nagy Hanna from the World Bank has written
advisory role in telecommunications. [Smith 1994] several comprehensive papers that should serve as
[Wellenius 1993] basic references for information strategy design in

developing countries. In particular, the section on
"The design and implementation of programs to Information and Informatics policies in [Hanna 1991]
optimize sector performance raise many complex and the section on Strategic Elements and Options in
issues. If the programs are poorly designed or [Hanna 1994] are very useful in identifying policy
implemented, they run a significant risk of failure. alternatives open to developing countries. Also
Thus, the quality of the World Bank's advice to client useful are [Hanna 1993a] and [Hanna 1993b].
countries can be a key factor in the success of their
sector reform programs." [Smith 1994] "Developing countries wanting to refer to

international experience in formulating or
In Ghana the Bank assisted in formulation of an modernizing their informatics policies face a difficult
accelerated reform program to open the market to task of choosing from an extensive portfolio of
new entrants, establish a new operator, grant policy choices. They can encounter the following
autonomy to the state operator, deregulate and difficulties, among others: inconclusive objectives,
liberalize value-added services, and strengthen the lack of clear best practices, complexity of design,
government's regulatory capacity. The reform is dependence on a cadre of analysts, and risk of
expected to achieve a line density of between 1.5 and government failure." [Talero 1994]
2.5 per 100 people, exceeding the ITU target for
Africa. Singapore has demonstrated a strategic approach to

information technology. Although not Bank-assisted,
The Bank has been involved in the this case is a classic worth mentioning. Singapore is
telecommunications sector in Indonesia continuously one of the most intensive producers and consumers
since a technical cooperation loan for sector reform of information technology in a group of countries
in 1986. This was followed by two large investment (India, Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and
and technical cooperation loans in 1990 and 1992 Taiwan) studied. In 1985 Singapore developed a
(total cost is $2.4 billion of which Bank lending was new national information technology strategy that
32%), and a Sector Modernization and sought to integrate government-supported programs
Transfornation loan being prepared for 1995. to improve productivity and competitiveness and to
Through the long term sector reform programs and develop a stronger export orientation. The new plan
the Bank's sustained involvement, the sector's focused on information technology applications for
performance in recent years, when compared to that the civil service, transport, and trade. The plan has
in the late 1980s, has been impressive: network worked very well to date. Singapore has one of the
growth has increased from about 8% to over 20% per highest per capita growth rates in the world.
year; annual investment increased from about $0.3
billion to over $1 billion per year; long distance call A study was prepared by the World Bank in close
completion rate increased from 19% to 35%. partnership with the Turkish government that lays

down a strategy to move the country toward an
Advice on information strategies. The general aim information-based economy similar to that of OECD
of national information strategies is to identify the countries. The strategy consists of policy action on
investment priorities for adjustment to an information four main areas: a) private sector development, b)
economy; the policy, institutional, legal, and human capital formation, c) public sector
regulatory changes needed to create an information- management, and d) information regulation. The
friendly environment; and the partnerships that will action plan includes reforming the
advance the information agenda. Through its global telecommunications sector through elimination of
exposure, analytic capacity, and ability to relate state monopolies, as well as development of strategic
sectoral to national economic priorities, the Bank is information systems for public sector management,
in a unique position to assist countries in formulating notably a national statistics system.
national information strategies. The Bank can also [World Bank 1993b]
help develop strategic partnerships among countries
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Advice on strategies for competitiveness of key define its own set of strategic systems as part of a
economic sectors. Performance and competitiveness national information strategy.
of all sectors of the economy can be improved
through information policies and systems. Sectoral The design and implementation of strategic
reform projects should therefore include information- information systems is a major endeavor in terms of
friendly policies and strategic information systems, money. time, skill requirements, and risks.
and the Bank can use its global exposure and its Successful systems require not just appropriate
ability to mobilize expertise to this end. technology but primarily that all other elements-

policies, people, processes, incentives, institutions,
In Morocco, the Bank assisted in formulating a and infrastructure - are present and work well. The
strategy to improve public sector performance Bank Group can capitalize on its cross-country and
through information management. The strategy was cross-sectoral exposure to assist in this difficult
implemented through the Public Administration process and can use its influence to build alliances
Support Project which resulted in: a) creation of and maintain the commitment of stakeholders.
demographic, economic and statistical systems for
public and private sector planning; b) access to National impact on the banking sector, and thus on
international information centers for public agencies; the entire economy, is expected from several projects
c) decrease by half of preparation time for the mentioned elsewhere in this paper: strategic
national budget; d) increases of 20% in revenue payments system in Hungary, public financial
collection; and e) decrease in Treasury deficit from management in Colombia, and banking infrastructure
6% at project start to 1.5% at completion (1994). in Russia.
[Moussa 1995]

A service sector modermization project in Mauritius By brokering knowledge
aims to enhance the efficiency of key services The World Bank Group can use its knowledge of
(telecommunications, key public services, and international resources to understand its clients'
banking and finance) which are intermediate inputs needs and to tap expertise worldwide to meet those
in enhancing export competitiveness and sustainable needs. The Bank can package the advice and
growth. The project components would: (a) knowledge of others, including from the private
liberalize provision of telecommunications services sector. Clients can receive access to the best
while creating effective regulatory capability; (b) resources available.
develop an automated payments system within the
banking and finance system; (c) improve delivery of Networking the Bank, its clients, its partners, and
key public services with priority to those services the information industry. An honest broker of
which directly interface with the private sector, such development knowledge must have access to clients
as company and land registration; and (d) modernize and resources worldwide for quick and efficient
the legal framework, particularly in the areas of communication among all parties. The Bank could
intellectual property, rules of evidence, data access set up and maintain a network for this purpose, which
and confidentiality. The project is estimated to cost could also be exploited by clients directly.
about $10 million. [World Bank 1994g]

A network for conferences and information sharing
Advice on information systems of strategic on development and informatics is being established
importance. It is through information systems that by the World Bank as a communication facility based
information technology accrues value to society. on the Internet to accelerate and increase the quality
Certain information systems are so important and of design and implementation of informatics projects
catalytic of economic activity that they should be for economic development. The network could have
considered strategic and part of the national an internal domain connecting World Bank Group
information infrastructure. Sector-wide information staff interested in information projects, and an
systems for education, health, public financial external domain of World Wide Web sites and
management, and transportation fall in this category. electronic conferences connecting the Bank, the
So do certain generic value-added information information industry, the project managers in
facilities, such as electronic trade facilitation, disaster developing countries, nongovermnental
prevention and management, property and business organizations, academicians, and researchers.
registries, and national statistics. Each country must
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In this network and in other efforts, the World Bank Summarizing experience in Bolivia, Argentina,
Group will seek broad participation. "It is the main Chile, Colombia, Ukraine, Pakistan, Jamaica and
economic actors -industry, business, services, other countries, a paper was produced on best
governments, and households - that require practices in integration of public financial
information systems and are in the best position to management systems. [Davies 1993] A model
identify their needs and lead the process of policy international competitive bidding tender document
formulation. Allowing the demand side to take a for information technology procurement was
leadership role is more difficult than delegating it to a produced by synthesizing Bank experience on
cadre of government analysts. Since the private numerous projects worldwide and by consulting with
sector is a major segment of the demand side, and representatives of the information technology
since it has traditionally been more effective than industry. As a guide to best practices, a 1992 report
government at large project management, this sector provides basic operational and policy tools that take
should have a prominent role." [Talero 1994] into account the importance of information

technology in two functions of security markets-
Conducting cross-country studies. The Bank can trading and settlement. [World Bank 1992a] A
study the experiences of different clients and projects study on trade facilitation systems that is being
adjusting to the information economy. The studies prepared by the Bank reviews best practices in the
produce reference documents for use by Bank staff use of electronic data interchange to facilitate trade
and by clients. worldwide. It will include a best practices manual.

A study of the telecommunications sector in the low The Bank has in preparation best practice manuals on
and middle income countries of Asia resulted in topics including: formulation of national information
formulation of a set of conclusions and guidelines for strategies, design of information systems projects,
accelerating reform in those countries and meeting a national policy options for informatics development,
very large demand gap. [Smith 1994]. and design of technical cooperation loan for piloting

a sectoral information system. The Bank's
Studies of rural telecommunications in developing comparative advantage for best practices work comes
countries and of distance education in Latin America from its portfolio of more than 800 projects with
are being prepared. A study of telecommunications information components spanning all regions and
in Africa produced an authoritative reference on sectors in developing countries.
sectoral reform on that continent.

Developing and maintaining intellectual assets. To
A 1994 study sampled 445 successful small and perform its role as strategic advisor the Bank must
medium-size enterprises (SMEs) worldwide to develop and maintain its intellectual assets: expert
determine the effectiveness of technical and staff; broad knowledge of sources of information,
marketing support mechanisms. For marketing technical assistance, and financing; state-of-the-art
support, decentralized collective mechanisms knowledge of technology trends, applications, and
(industry associations, networks, local governments) research; and awareness of country practices in using
were effective. For technical support, private information as a strategic resource.
mechanisms were more important than collective
ones, but collective mechanisms might be worth From its unique vantage point, the Bank can collect
pursuing in many settings to facilitate the emergence information of unequaled scope and distill that
of an information-friendly environment. [World information into knowledge of how to harness
Bank 1994c] information for development. For this purpose, the

Bank can develop and maintain databases, document
Gathering and disseminating best practices. The collections, and active information networks.
World Bank Group is uniquely positioned to gather
and disseminate best practices on topics such as: For the telecommunications sector, the Bank has a
project design and justification for information sectoral library, which maintains essential
systems, procurement of information goods and publications. In addition, several initiatives are
services, and strategic information planning. Best afoot: a reference document collection, a consultant
practices could be disseminated in both paper and roster, and a database of country performance
electronic form. They could include guidelines and indicators. In informatics, the Bank has a library and
models for information projects. resource center, a database of projects with

informatics components under development, and files
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on over 250 informatics projects and project information systems necessary for the functioning of
components. a modem and efficient tax administration.

"Growth in human capital - through hiring, training, For national information infrastructure projects.
and education -is useless if it is not exploited. That Financing for information systems in the national
requires structural intellectual assets, such as information infrastructure can be a major aspect of
information systems, knowledge of market channels the Bank's country assistance strategy for the future.
and customer relationships, and management focus, Most of these systems require substantial investments
which turn individual know-how into the property of and take several years to implement - $50-100
a group." [Fortzne, 3 Oct 1994] million and more than 5 years is typical for a public

financial management system. Most of them have
significant scale and scope economies and create

By mobilizing finance information products with public good
characteristics, which discourage full private sector

Financing both leverages and enables the advisory finance. They are pivotal to a successful transition to
role of the World Bank Group. Through an information economy and often are centerpieces
investments, loans, grants, or guarantees, the Bank is of sectoral reforms. Support for the implementation
able to serve as the lender of last resort and to of these systems is a natural complement to the
intervene, always as part of partnerships, to tilt the Bank's telecommunications strategy and evidence
balance in favor of strategic investment and needed that the Bank can adjust to new times and respond to
policy and institutional reforms. client needs.

For information components across the Bank In Russia, banking sector infrastructure is being
portfolio. Information will have an increasingly deployed. Thirty of the largest commercial banks are
important role as a development tool in the Bank's participating in a $250 million project to strengthen
portfolio. More than 69% of Bank projects already their institutional capabilities and competitiveness.
have information components. The quality of these Basic banking and clearing systems will be deployed
components can be raised through ad-hoc advice, in the country, and the sector will modernize its
training of task managers, and dissemination of best operations through ATM/POS systems.
practices. This work responds directly to demand for
support by regional departments of the Bank. As part of a $290 million sectoral reform project, the

Government of Chile is investing $20 million to
"The World Bank's lending program is still oriented create the first phase of a sectoral information system
to an industrial age mindset and requires adjustment to tie the central ministry, all provincial capitals, the
to an information age focus." [McPherson 1988] main hospitals and health reference centers, as well

as emergency service providers (ambulances,
Information components occur across the entire Bank emergency rooms, and trauma units) through
portfolio. In FY92, 69% of Bank and IDA projects conventional radio, telephone, and computer
had informatics components. By region, the technologies.
percentage ranged from 43% in ECA to 82% in
MNA. The sector with the highest percentage of For project financing guarantees. Guarantees are a
projects was Health (92%), followed by Education particularly well-suited form of Bank support for
(85%) and Urban Development (82%). [World Bank economically important private sector project finance
1995d] transactions, where they can be targeted to mitigate

against specific risks -- generally risks of political,
Some examples: A project in Croatia to support and regulatory and governmental performance -- which
sustain a health care reform program includes an the private sector may not be in a position to absorb
administration component that will develop a health or manage.
insurance administration network linking central,
district, and branch offices and will introduce credit- The World Bank offers Partial Risk guarantees for
card-style health insurance identification. A project performance of certain sovereign contractual
in Hungary to modernize tax administration, support obligations, including transfer risk, and Partial Credit
ongoing tax reform, and maximize sustainable tax guarantees to help transform the debt financing
revenues includes implementation of the underlying provided by private financiers from the medium to

the long term. The Multilateral Investment Guarantee
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Agency (MIGA), part of the World Bank Group, Community information centers are a good fit. This
offers political risk guarantees on equity financing multisectoral concept can provide residents,
for development projects. nongovernmental organizations, and businesses in

poor rural and urban areas with economical, easy,
For technical cooperation. Technical cooperation and ready access to needed information. The centers
projects are the main vehicle through which sectoral could be a powerful engine of rural development and
reforms, national information strategies, and sectoral a preferred instrument in the fight against poverty.
competitiveness assessments can be formulated. They could be the hub, at the community level,
Therefore, technical cooperation financing is pivotal through which a large number of information
in the transition to an information economy. services can be dispensed - telephone and fax, local
Financing for technical cooperation is typically bulletins, document searches on demand, video
modest, but it needs to be obtained quickly to seize libraries for entertainment and education, health and
opportunities for strategic change. The Bank can nutrition training, government services, market
mobilize technical cooperation financing from its prices, self-paced learning, and more. The centers
own resources and from bilateral and other sources. would be multisectoral facilities and eventually self-

sustaining through fees and contracts. The Bank is
A technical cooperation project for a National exploring this idea through a study conducted by an
Information Assessment in Jordan began through NGO, and should move forward with design and
rapid mobilization of a $200,000 Institutional pilot testing of the concept. [VITA 1995]
Development Fund grant. The objective of this
project is to complete a national information
assessment by identifying: the strategic information Summary -
systems needs of the private sector (the public sector How can the World Bank Group help?
needs have been already identified); the policy, legal,
institutional, and regulatory constraints to widespread
use of information systems in the country; and the Rendering advice:
characteristics of a critical piece of the national I . On telecommunications reform.
information infrastructure - a national data 2. On information strategies.
communications network. The assessment will lead 3. On strategies for competitiveness of key
to a series of investment options with significant economic sectors.
stakeholder participation and enthusiasm. [World 4. On information systems of strategic importance.
Bank 1994d]

Brokering knowledge by:

1. Networking the Bank, its clients, its partners, and
By exploring new development the information industry.

frontiers 2. Conducting cross-country studies.
3. Gathering and disseminating best practices.

The extraordinary opportunities promised by 4. Developing and maintaining intellectual assets.
information technology often come in packages with
remarkably high payoff potential and equally high Mobilizing finance:
risk. These projects should not divert resources from 1. For information components across the Bank
efforts to address basic needs with well-established, portfolio.
low-risk projects, but some of the opportunities are 2. For national information infrastructuiw projects.
too good to ignore. 3. For political and policy risk guarantees.

4. For technical cooperation.
A separate experimental portfolio, limited in scope
and funding, should be established and managed to Exploring new development frontiers through an
seek and nurture joint ventures with very high payoff experimental portfolio
potential and acceptable risk. Selectivity is necessary
in this portfolio to avoid waste of resources and to
limit the commitment to unproved projects.
Selectivity is possible because there are so many
opportunities, many of them with extraordinary
potential and reasonable plans.
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Proposal for a World Bank Group Strategy

The vision of information and Objectives of the assistance strategy
development

To harness information and information technology

Revolutionary advances in information technology for its mission of poverty alleviation and sustainable
reinforce economic and social changes that are economic development, this proposal suggests four
transforming business and society. A new kind of objectives for the assistance strategy of the World
economy - the information economy - is emerging Bank Group:
from this revolution. In this economy, information is . Widespread and equitable access to
the critical resource and the basis for competition. communication and information services through
Old ways of doing business will be attacked and accelerated deployment of national information
sometimes defeated. infrastructure and integration into international

communication and information networks.
At the social level, a corresponding new society is * Systemic improvements in the functioning and
also emerging. This society's information competitiveness of key sectors of the economy
capabilities are pervasive, making it substantially through strategic information policies and
different from an industrial society. It is: much more systems.
competitive, more democratic, less centralized, less * New ways to use information technology to help
stable, more able to address individual needs, and solve the most pressing problems of human and
friendlier to the environment. economic development - education, health,

poverty alleviation, rural development, and care
These changes dictate, for all countries, a major for the environment.
agenda of strucmral adjustment. Advanced countries * Increased impact of the entire range of Bank
are rapidly pursuing their version of the agenda, and operations through inclusion of information
developing countries must do so as well or risk components.
falling even further behind. The adjustment required
- the information adjustment - must achieve Broad policy guidelines
macroeconomic and political balance while the
economy struggles with uncontrolled information National strategies for information
flows and global competition, trade, and investment. Countries may benefit from explicit strategies to

deploy an information infrastructure, remove
Fortunately, the information revolution creates both constraints to its efficient use, and empower the
the challenge and the means necessary for successful private sector to provide communications and
adjustment. The information revolution also creates information services and investment. To be
new possibilities to attack vexing problems of effective, national strategies should be primarily
poverty, inequality, and environmental degradation demand-driven and thus formulated with private
with the potential to achieve unprecedented gains in sector participation. They should result in the
economic and human development. definition of concrete infrastructure projects and of

policy, institutional, and regulatory reforms to
remove constraints that inhibit development of an
information economy.

The national information infrastructure consists of
the telecommunications networks and strategic
information systems necessary for sustainable
economic development. Typical among the strategic
systems are sector-wide information systems for
education, health, public sector management, and
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sector management, and transportation. Electronic and national cultures, the privacy of individuals, and
payments, university and science networks, trade the confidentiality of transactions against abuse by
facilitation, property and business registries, disaster others, including the state.
prevention and management, and national statistics
might also be defined as strategic systems within a International interoperability should be designed into
national information strategy. information systems. Developing countries should

enjoy fair opportunities to access information and to
Stakeholders and roles generate content.

The primary role of governments is to create an
information-friendly environment with coherent All investment projects should define expectations in
telecommunications reform and information policies; terms of institutional objectives and societal
laws protecting investment, intellectual property, and capabilities, and all projects should include
individual privacy; open and well-regulated measurement of their actual results. Efforts to
information and communication markets; education develop objective measures of social and economic
policies that favor a skilled labor force; and effective results are increasingly successful. Information
regulatory and standard-setting institutions. Such an systems should be assessed in terms of the
environment supports availability, diversity, and low capabilities that they create for society rather than on
cost of information services and products. the isolated contribution of their technology

components. Attempts to isolate the impact of
Governments also need to play a catalytic role in technology in project appraisal and evaluation are
deployment of the national information unnecessary and perhaps impossible.
infrastructure. In telecommunications, where the
private sector can provide investment and services, Areas of strategic priority
the government acts as a catalyst for the formation of In the end, education determines more than anything
markets. In information projects, where market else a country's prospects for human development
failures are more frequent, strategic projects might and competitiveness. Fortunately, the information
not get started on their own, and the government revolution offers in education some of its more
needs to step in with financing and incentives. When extraordinary opportunities. Applications in
the private sector requires initial assistance to adjust education should be given the highest priority.
to a highly competitive information economy, Participation by rural and poor segments of society in
government can provide assistance and incentives to the information economy should be a strategic
empower private firms, the main engine of growth. priority both for social and economic development

reasons.
The education sector is responsible for delivering a
work force skilled in the use of information systems Accountability, transparency, and efficiency of
and a technical corps able to produce and maintain government operations can be increased through
information products and services. Governments information systems. Government systems should be
should create appropriate policies and incentives for designed with public information components.
this to occur.

Performance and competitiveness of key sectors of
The private sector is preeminent in deployment of the the economy can be improved through information
information infrastructure through the provision of policies and systems. Sectoral reform projects should
goods and services on a competitive basis. The therefore include such policies and systems.
private sector should be allowed to satisfy market
demands, and occasionally given an initial boost.

Communities and nongovermnental organizations
often have the best local connections for efficient and
appropriate development efforts. Alliances that work
through these agents should be encouraged.

Safeguards and quality of results

In the global information infrastructure, safeguards
are needed and possible to protect the legacy of local
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* Advocate interests of developing countries in
The assistance strategy and Bank international fora that influence the global
principles information infrastructure.

Under this proposal, The World Bank Group will be Results orientation
a long-term partner and facilitator for countries * Provide sustained focus on telecommunications
adjusting to the information economy; it will reform and information strategy implementation.
cooperate with them on information policy, strategy, * Focus not just on technology but on information
and project design matters at the national and sectoral systems that consider the full context of data,
levels; For this purpose, it will develop strategic technology, people, policies, processes,
alliances to mobilize worldwide knowledge and institutions, incentives, and infrastructure. It is
financing, including its own. In addition, the Bank through systems that information technology
Group will explore new frontiers of development accrues value to society.
through information-intensive projects and alliances. * Measure societal capabilities created through

information systems, not just the level of
This proposed assistance strategy is formulated information technology inputs.
below in terms of the challenges and principles that * Advocate low-cost options that extend the reach
were identified for the fifty-year anniversary of the of the global information infrastructure to under-
World Bank Group (in the publication "Learning served rural and urban areas.
from the Past, Embracing the Future):

Cost effectiveness
Selectivity * Leverage resources through strategic partners for

* Help the adjustment to the information economy advice and financing on the deployment of
primarily through strategic advisory services and information infrastructure.
mobilization of worldwide knowledge and * Use short, high level, high visibility
expertise. interventions on information policy and strategy

* Offer financial products and guarantees as a to capitalize on Bank strengths and build long-
lender of last resort for information term partnerships.
infrastructure projects. * Promote quality in information components of

* Maintain an experimental portfolio of projects to the entire lending portfolio through best
find new ways to use information to radically practices.
accelerate development.

Partnership
* Maintain dialogue on information strategy with

strategic partners: governments, the private
sector, local communities, and nongovernmental
and international organizations.

* Network the Bank, its clients, its partners, and
the information industry through electronic
facilities that favor rapid response.

Client orientation
* Assist in developing country-specific solutions,

not generic models, for telecommunications and
information strategies.

* Maintain objectivity on policies and strategies
for telecommunications and information
infrastructure.

* Generate awareness of issues and options not yet
considered, particularly in relation to
convergence of information technology and
industries.
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